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PREFACE

"A problem." writes Gabriel Harcel, "is something which I meet, which I

find complete before me, but which I can lay aege to and reduce.

But a mys-

tery is something in which I myself am involved, and it can only be thought of
as a sphere where the distinotion between what is in me and what is before me
loses its meaning and its initial ValiditYe"l
would

affi~n

Few social scientist;_; today

that social progress haa moved us beyond religion, or that scien-

tific knol-Iledge has made religion useless.

Nevertheless, the question: 11\,bat

is it that religion does for human society and human behavior,ll poses a variety
of subtle and complex difficulties.

f!ruch of the difficulty seems to arise from

a failure to recognize the importance of the distinction,al1..uded to by Hurcel,
between the notion of Hproblemlt and that of lImystery."
For religion essentially is a mystery, a mystery which envelops man,
society. and oulture. so that in a true sense it becomes meta-problmnatical.
Not that religion is a phenomenon incapable of being understood; but religion
is a mystery which must be regarded as bearing most completely and intimately
on one's personal life

60

as to make scientific analysis all the more trying.

Still the area of religion must be confronted honestly and forthrightly if we
expect to find positive answers to the perplexing question of why people act

laabriel Narcel, BetH !as HaviI!a, trans. Katherine Farrer (Boaton, 1..951),
p. 100.

ii

iii
the way they do.
fUlY examination of the effects of religion on different individuals, as
well as the specific relationship of religion to delinquency and crime, raises
a number of highly complex issues relative to the nature of religious ox-,pariance, the meaning of personality and human motivation. and the reciprocal interaction ot these factors on the total human experience and the social structure.

These problems would surely take us beyond the aoope of the present

study; yet it is precisely on these topics that we have such limited information.

~hen

E. J. Cooley, one of the foremost early authorities on probation,

states that "the most vital force in the upbuilding of the character of youth
is the influence of religion and the church." it must be recognized that this
assertion can neither be proved nor disproved.

2

It is because of the paucity of data in this area that the present study
\'las undertaken.
not complicated.

Its scope is necessarily limited; the substantive analysis is
At the outset. it would seem probable that simply because

of their present situation religion had exerted little effective control on
the attitudes and behavior of delinquents.

The purpose of this study is to

investigate such a supposition in order to discover how religion has failed, if
it has failed.

Consequontly. information must be sought as to delinquent

religious values and practices as well as the sociological backgrounds of these
attitude and behavior patterns.

A relatively small group of delinquents have

been studied and, strictly speakin,,; t our conclusions are only ap:llicable to

~bation !lli! Delinquency; (Hew York, 1927). p. 14.. Also, as r:urray and
Flynn point out in their analysis of American social problems, "There is no

scientific evidence regarding the effect of religion as such on crime."
(Social Problems, New York, 1938, p. 471).

iv
them.

In the liCht of the

initial conceptual scheme set up in the first chap-

ter, in addition to the qualifications and specifications of this framework
offered in the conclusion, however, indications will be given of the lines
which further research of this type might follow.
'l'he author gratefully acknowledges his indebtedness to the many individuals both at Loyola University and at the Arthur J. Audy Home for Boys who
inspired and assisted in the present study.

Special thanks are due to Gordon

C. Zahn, Reverend Joseph F. Wulftange, S.J., and Albert K. Cohen for helping to
clarify the problems and sharpen the analysis by their many discussions and
correspondence; and to Jerome J. Burns, director of the Intake Department of
the Audy Home for his cooperation and encouragement.
the burden of responsibility rests with its author.

But as with all research
Obviously much of the

work, particularly the theoretical analyses, is unoriginal and derives greatly
from the writings of Talcott Parsons and Robert K. Herton.

'l'he parts of the

argument which suppose most relative originality are its general form and the
various conclusions and hypotheses.
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CHAPTBR I
n{EORh~ICAL

Juvenile delinquency: few

~bjects

PLRSPBCTIVES

have been

50

discussed by people at

all levels; few problems have been so commonly shared.

The task of SUCcess-

fully guiding youngsters through the pitfalls of early misbehavior t IXlst the
temptations of adolescent life and into self-reliant adulthood is an everpresent challenge.

"There is no such thing as a bad boy," or "These children

aren't bad, they never were bad; they are just victims. just neglected youngsters," are attitudes quite praiseworthy among those workine to help the delinquent, but such slogans do not necessarily deepen our understanding of the
problem.
This study is an attempt to understand. to grasp the meaning of some of
the complicated interactions of the social world as they affect the juvenile
delinquent.

It focuses on the place of religion in the attitudes and behavior

of these youngsters, and is based primarily upon questionnaires and interviews
with a limited and accessible group of boys drawn from among those held in the
Intake Department of the Arthur J. Audy nome for Boys, the juvenile detention
home for Cook County, Illinois.

l'he study is essentially an explora.tory analy-

sis of religious influence patterns; figures summarizing our materials are
cited in every chapter, but these are often more heuristic than demonstrative
in character.

They serve chiefly to indicate the sources of interpretative
1

2

ypotheses which await more detailed. systematic inquiry.
'.L'he initial substantive aim of the study was fourfold: (1) to seleot at
random a sample of boys that officially had been judged seriously delinquent;
(2) to relate, as far as possible, patterns of religious influence to the
delinquent-s attitudes and conduct; (3) to gain clues to the chief avenues
tr...rough which religion came to exercise or not exercise influence; (4) to set
out hypotheses for more systematic stud,J of the workings of rellgion and its
relationship to patterns of delinquency.

The body of thin reportt then, is

divided into three parts: a brief theoretical inquiry into the nature of our
problem and the methods used in its investigation, the presentation and analysis of the data gathered, and the conclusions derived from the research.

But

before beginning discussion of the problem, it ahould be of interest to glance
at some of the factors which motivated the present project.
Few sociologists have ever minimized the social importance of religion.
Wherever one looks - in a primitive village, a cOl1l1llGrcial town. a modern metropolis - he :finds religion woven deeply into the fabric of social livinz.

i3ys-

terns of belief t worship. religious organization are all items that 'Vary enormously within a given eocial system.

But no society lacks them.

This importance of religion was well understood by the founders of sociology, and although they differed widely in per80nal. oonviction, each understood
that the exploration of religious behavior was one of the main tasks of the
stud4!tnt of sooiety.

Comte f a "law of three phases, tl Spencer's "animis:n, II

Durkheim t s distinction between the "sacred" and the

I1

profane t It Pareto's "logi...

co-empirical residues" and his treatment of non-rational action, weber's insistence on the reciprocal impact of religious and secular values, all attest to

:3
this concern.
It is surprising, then, that so little has been done to study the vitality
of religious influence in the lives of juvenile delinquents.

l

Not a single

paper, for instance, is listed under religion in the 1947 or 1948 Yearbooks of
the National Probation and .parole Association - volumes dedicated to Redirect-

~ ~ Delinguent

and Bulwarks Against Cr1me.

2

The Gluecks include "religion

and ethic8.l. instruction" among the means that must be used if we are to mal;:e

much progress in delinquenoy prevention, yet they all but ignore even the
striking evidence of their own findings that such a need does exist.

They pre-

fer instead to give us an exquisite array of physical measurements in their

study of deviant youth.'
EVen more atriking, however, is the study proposed and financed by the
la.te Dr. Riohard Clerke Cabot under the banner of the Cambridge-Summerville
Youth Study.

This experiment employed eighty-four investigators in allover a

period of nine years, and resulted in a record 22,000 single-spaced, typewritten pages.

Dr. Cabot hoped to test his theory that: "In every case of reform

known to me, someone has once come to know the man in so intimate and friendly
a way that he comes to a better understanding of himselt and to a truer compre1

Most sociologists who have treated this problem have contented themselves
with some general observation like that of Paul W. Tappan: tiThe actual role of
contemporary religion in delinquency prevention is not easy to evaluate. Its
potential role is tremendous, but the fulfillment of that potential depends on
the vitality of a religion in the lives of its protessants. n (Juvenile Delinquen51, New York, 1949, p. 512).
2.

See. Pauline V. Young, Soo1;lt Treatalent
York, 1952), p. 445.

2!

Probation

!!!2

.Del!!lguency (New

'Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck, Unravel!. Juvenile Del!muenol (New York,

1950). pp. 445, 287.

4
hension of the world in which he lives. 1I4

Could not. then. Dr. Cabot asked,

such a "sustained ego-ideal for boys in trouble" turn them from delinquency';
'..lhe authors of the study are inclined to conclude that Dr. Cabot's theory

failed to be verified.

jjut he had stipulated tilat religion be a central factor

in tile preventive treatment

used. a stipulation that was almost completely ig-

nored, it seems, during the nine years of the test.

Only a single counselor

followed his directive and her success was a highlight of the experiment. 5
Ctherwioe. as one boy

rema.t~kedt

ill case of fire, how to make a

"They taught us the names of snakea, what to do

~t.

and how not to steal and hop tJ;'uck.s.,,6

BYen those studies which do purport to treat religion
tl~mselves

eXil~iaitly

concern

for the most part with tabulations of church affiliations and church

attenQance records.

Attitude and value

SCalE'"

have been left almost exclusive- ,

1y to the psyohology journals. and these, in turn, uaually litnit themselve£l to

the interpreta.tion of attitude tests, and oonsequently to a somewha.t unfortunate auperfioial level of analysis. 7 Such poverty of informa:l;ion. and ·technique makes the present study quite challenging if not more difficult. and ac-

counts for naming it exploratory.

4Edwin Powers and Helen I.. Witller,
1iz:guency (Hew York, 1951), p. vi.

5Ibid.,

~ ~.Reriment .!!'! !h!

Prevention

sa! B!-

pp • .569-70.

6 Ibid• t p. 1;4.
7S08 in this oorUlection, Lowell J. Carr, Delinquency Control (New Yorl{,
1940) t p. 374, viilliam Healy t !h!. Individual Delinquent (Boaton, 1915), pp. 17475; Clement S. Mihanovich t .i.:'r~noiple8 2! Ju.venile lJelwuency 01ilwaukee 1950) t
p. 19; Herbert A. Bloch and Frank T. Flynn, Delinquenc:: ~ Juvenile Offender
.!!l America T02!l (New York, 1956). 229-30; Sister Mary Dominic, It.G.S •• "Religion and the Juvenile Delinquent," ~t XV (October 19.54>, 257.

5
In his introduotion to Sociolop; 'l'0d,!q, Robert K. Herton clearly distinguiahos three principal components in the progressive formulation of a sociological problem:

8

the "originating question" - an initial statement of "that one

wants to know, the "rationale of the question'l - a. statement of why one wants
to have his original question a.NiIwered, its "case" in the scientific COul"t of

opinion, and the "specifying questionn the

TJ.'ay

that more limited question that points

toward possible $Olutions to one t a original query in terms that satisfy

the rationale and in turn open the mind to gain higher and more significant
insighta.

Following this preceJ.ont, the originating question of the prosent

study ca..'1 moot simply be put: HIs there somethil1g within tho frar.leworlc of our
social system that allows for juvenile delinquency, some waklleos or inadequacy.
~ome

over-exaggeration or preaaure that can in some way account tor the exist-

onQe of this social phenoJl1itno111 fl
Two things should be noted about this question from the beginning: first,
i t is sociological and not psychological; second, it in deceptively sii:1ple.
~he

sociologist interested in delinquency asks about the lnreer social environ-

mont where delinquency is found; he is l.nterested in the effect society has on
hwnan behavior and behavior on society; ',e emphasizes the social structure, the

interaction of individuals, and in;lividuals with their environment vithin that
structure.

The psychologist. on the other hand, wants to know about such thinge

as: "Row did this individual get to be the way he is; what constitutes his

personality and is there sometrdng about his personality that would account

BSqciOloQ~'

ed. Robert K. Merton, Leonard Broom, and Leonard S. Cot-

treU, Jr. tNew~, 1958), ix-xxxiv.

See also, John Dewey, 1.9g1c: l'!!! 'Theca
Part II; Bernard J. 1. Lonergan, S.J., I.!iwiet

of I!¥V£.a (New York, 1938),
rNew York, 19'%>, asp. Chap. 18.

6
for hi.s delinquent activity·"n

CerW.nly both viewpoints contribute much to

understanding a:ny given social problem, and to choose one or the other 15 in
no wa:y meant to s16!lify the superiority of either; it is merely to ind.icate
that there

l.5

a difference Lillich

question is d.eceptively simple.

llIU3t

be recognized.

Second, our originati.n.g

To study delinquency in its relation to the

la:!:"ger social system of which it is a part 1$ a camplic.."tted. task.

~2heoretical

J.ivar3encies. the scientific ineptness of the term "juvenile delinquency," the
preliminar;y state of research at wbich we find oilr!3elves arc only a fe •• of the

obstacles

tl~t

clutter our path.

The r;;.tionale

up shortly.

&,..'"ld.

specific question of the present study will be tai.ten

Suffice it to say here that we are ACt in

theory of juvenile delinquency.

I!J.'fl:1 way

attel':Jpting a new

Given our general sociological orientation to

the problem, tho question naturally arises as to the part religion
de~inquent'5

life.

pl~8

in a

It was to begin an answer to this question that our imres-

tigation was underuuten.
JUYJ.:;NlLE DELINQUEUCY AND THE SOCIAL STRUCTURE

Juvenile delinquency is not a n.ew phenomenon.

It is and has been for some

time an explosive and complex problem, but not an insoluble one.

If someone

were to count only the postwar studies of delinquency. they would number several
hundred.

And although there is neither spa.ce nor inclination to review thor.l

here, it does seem desirable to indicate where the aims and assumptions of the
present undertaking parallel or depart from the major theoretical Bchemes of
past and continuing research on the subject.
The better known and accepted theories of delinquency can be grouped into

five categories: social disorganization, subcultural, "means-ends," cultural

7
conflict, and personality maladjustment.

nSocial disorganization" implies a

lack of consensus on social norms and a consequent weakness of social control

and socialization.

Social disorganization theories would account for delinquen-

oy rates as a function of this kind of social breakdown. for under such conditiona social control and even socialization may become quite ineffeotive.

And

it the indiYidual is personally involved in groups with conflioting norms, the
conflict is likely to become internalized with resulting delinquenoy and even
personality dieorganization. 9
'rhe "delinquency sub-culture approach" describes the phenomenon as a cultural tradition: delinquency is a way of lif., and gange with their distinctive
personnel, goals. norms, attitudes and social controls are a permanent part of
this delinquent subculture.

Delinquency, then, results from a preponderance of

contacts with delinquent behavior and attitudes, and in this wa::! the permanent
existence of the group or subculture is ensured. 10
There is also the theory that delinquency results from a heavy cultural
emphasis on certain established goals - material gain or 80cial status, for example - and a relative indifference to the means whereby these goals are attain..
ed.

As a result, when a goal is presented as attraotive and obtainable while

the licit means to reach it are either unavailable or too difficult, a con-

98ee , Clifford Shaw,

!a!. ~

Roller (Philadelphia, 19.51). Shaw and lleDr1

D. McKay, Brothers in Crime (Philadelphia, 1952), Juvenile DelinguenSl and Urban Areas (Chicago,l94'Z), Carr, De1inquenv Control, Shaw, De1iMuenc£1reru;
(Chioago, 1929) ..
10Albert K. Cohen, Delinquent BOIS, Ih!. Culture!! l!:!. 9!!!1 (Glencoe, 1955).
Edwin H. Sutherland, The Profesaional Thief (Chicago, 1937), Th'orstn Sellin,
Culture Conflict and Crime {New York, 19j5).

8
fiict arises which

tri~ers

deviant behavior.

i"'iost stress, presumably, would

be felt by the lowest income groups who could not legitimately achieve high.
material goals.

11

The "culture conflict tl ap:.proach would attribute delinquency to the con..
fusion and disorganization that ensues when host and immibTant cultures meet,
minority and majority group.- cross values, and so on.

At times this theory

might well be combined with that of social disorganization, since this is one
of the principal sources of such disorganization; at other times tile approach
seems quite close to the cultural transmission theory referred to above.
,nore often it has distinctive emphasizes that merit for it
fication.

12

til

But

separate cl.assi-

'£he "personaJ.ity maladjustment" theory also shares some assump-

tiona with the subeuJ.ture theory, but this explanation views delinquency explicitly as the incidental result of disturbed emotions.

The kleptomaniac

steals not because he wants the object but because ho feels insecure or rejected. l ,}
The relationship of the present study to these delinquent theories can
be limited to the following dimensions.

Implicit in all the explanations we

have discussed are several or all of these assumptions: (1) delinquency must
be studied as an interaotion process between the individual and his 500io-

IlMerton, 11$001&1 Structure and Anomie,1t Social ':Cheo£Z
(Glencoe, 1957), 121-61.

!92

Social Structure

12sutherland, Principles 2! Criminology (Philadelphia, 1947), pp. 208-14,
Hilton L • .Barron, "Juvenile Delinquency and American Values, fI ~t XVI (April,
1951) t 208-14, Frederic M. Thrasher, Ih! ~ (Chicago, 1927), \iil1iam F.
:'thyte, Street Cornet Society (Chioago, 1937).
1 3He&1y and Augusta Bronner, !;.
(New York. 1936).

!:!.2!
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cultural milieu; consequently, to understand delinquent behavior one must focus not merely on the individual nor the social structure, but on their point
of contact; (2) delinquent behavior arises as a responso to strain which arises in turn because of some conflicting situation; (3) delinquency can be defined most simply as any kind of norm-violating behavior; (4) delinquency io the
result both of positive learning and the absence or inadequacy of certain
social controls.
\ihen Mrs. Smith remarks, for example: "My Jimmy is really a good boy, but
he got to running around with the wrong crowd and now he's always getting into

trOUble; he's doing poorly in school, he stays out late at night, he never goes
to church any more- 1 just don t t know what to do vi th him, II she is making a
statement whose set of propositions and assumptions Which, if spelled out and
systematized. would constitute the position explained above.

She is affirming

that Jimmy's conduct violates certain norms and expectations she and others
have of him, that this behavior occurs in the faoe of some difficulty the boy
is experiencing, that delinquency i8 not an inborn characteristic or a defect
in her child·s personality, but that it is learned, that it is frequently the
activi.ty expected of a member of a given grouP. that often i t is just "the
thing to

dOt It

and. unless some kind of control has an influence over Jimmy's

actions there is little reason for him not to continue the way he has begun.
Since these notions form the basis of our present studJ', some explanation
of them is in order.

For the sake of clarity. we will employ the fourfold

classification listed above as the point of departure.
The first

~mnon

element in the more prominent theories of delinquency

was the idea tlU1t delinquent behavior must be studied as an interaction process

10

between the individual and his sooio-oultural mj.lieu.

v/hat people do, after

all, depend.s upon the problems they have to contend with, and such problems are
not only whnt perplex individuals and bring them to the psychiatrist, but are
also suoh common situations as whether or not to acoept a dinner invitation.

which of two auits to buy, or how to get along with one's neighbors.

Hw...an

behavior does not oceur in a vacuum; consequently. if we want to explain what
people do, we must realize that every problem has two components: the aotor's
frame of reference and the "situation" he confronts.

All problom..s arise and

are solved through changes in one or both of these elements.

Theoorrollait7 of

this is, ot course, that human action. since it is often a response to some
problematic situation, can only be understood insofar as
both the

psycho~Jnamic

OM

takes account of

and sooiological faotors as well as their point of

contaot and interaction.
Another characteristic common to moat delinquency theory is the fact that
delinquency seems to be the response to some sort of confliot - the conflict
between culture goals and

institutionali~ed

means, value oonflicts between

classes in the social system, confiict between diffElrent cultural groups, confliot within onets personality.

Wh1 such conflicts occur in the process of

everyda:J living is not d.1fficult to understand.

Uuman problems are not evenly

distributed among the roles that make up our social life.

The immediate

milieu, our present state of mind, our needs. and desires all force us to choose
to adjust. to integrute the various facets of our life into a coherent

~lole.

If we attempt to reduce strain or solve a problem of adjustment·in a way that
conforms to the accepted
tion, and respeot.

~

vivendi we are rewarded by acceptance,

reco&~i

If we break with the routine and the institutionalized we

11

are deviant.

Thus Cohen defines deviant behavior as IIbehavior which violates

institutionalized expectations--that is, expectations which are shared and recognized as legitimate within a social system,"

14

behavior which itself is a

response to strain and conflict which he later characterizes as "ambivalence to
institutionalized expectations.,,15
The third item in our frume of reference is the definition of delinquency_
There seems to be little need to emphasize the point that juvenile delinquency
is all ambiguous and much overused lItord, that it has taken on many accretions above and beyond its original ltleanin ..• and so has come to mean different things il:
different places and to different people.
less for research purposes.

16

The concept is almost completely use-

Without enterine; into a lene;thy discussion of thie

problem, it is clear from the outset that when one considers the kinds of behavi or that might be termed "delinquent" (stealin;:; a car, pulling a knife, truanoy from school, stealing items from a drug store, running away from home, driving without a license, getting drunk, gambling, sex offenses, swearing, etc.)
that each one of these acts represents norm-violating behavior.

In each in-

stance a rule or regulation of the home, school, or legal system has been broken or transgressed.

But everyone breaks rules or violates norms at one time

l4"The Study of Social Disorganization and Deviant Behavior," in SocioloQ
Todal, p. 462.

15Ibid • t p. 468.

16See in this connection, Merton, Social 3tructure ~ Social Theory, pp.
177-78; t;. C. Kvaraceus and ~. H. Hiller, Delinquent Behavior (h'ashington, D.C.)
1959). p. 42; J. A. Hack, flJuvenile Delinquency Research: A Criticism," Soc1Review, III (1955), 49-63.
----
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other.

Obviously so:me criter:i.a of the severity of norm-violating behavior

!lust be employed.

'The seriouaness, that· is, the specific nature oft-he offense.

the form the d"lin.quency takes and the way such actions are viewed by the

community, the frequency of such delinquenoYt the relations.up of the act to
prior

bt~h.avior

and the ind1vidual':3 personality are some of the factors that

l
must be eXAmined in this connection. ?

Sutfice it to say here that the defini-

tion of delinquency used in this study will be any kind. of norm-violating behavior that has come to the attention

ot some legitimate authority. The rea-

sons tor this last qualification will become clearer as we proceed.
'l'he last common note to be considered is the fact tbat practically all
delinquency theory takes delinquent behavior to be the result both of positive
learning and the a.bsence or inadequacy of certa.in i.>Ocial controls.

For impli-

cit in any explanation of delinqueaey is one or the other of two assumptions:

either something

!~es

people commit d.linquent acts or something prevents

ple trom committing them.
by certain wu-iable8

pe0-

In other words, deviant behavior either is Itproduced1f

under:atu~,.

or it occurs in the absence of certain controls.

It does not seem, however, that these tvo elements can be \ralidlJf separated

within a given pattern of delinquency.

Can delinquent conduct be "producedtl by

association with a gang, for instance, while at the
munity controle function effectively?
there autornLltic delinquenoJf?

s&'Ie

time familial or cotn-

Or inversely, when controls are weak is

It seems rather that these two facts are toge-

ther, even if at times unequally, involved in delinquent conduct. that deviance reb11lts from a combination of positive learning and ineffective social

l?Kvaraceus and Miller, pp. 42-50.
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control.
In the light of the a.bove analysis it should not be difficult. to gra.sp
the :i.nlportance of eXlllol'ing the relationship of religion as an elAtment of so-

ciety to patt.erns of devia.nt behavior among yout.h.
to reflect on juvenile delinquency as

A

After all, when one begins

distinctj.ve pa. ttern of sooial. inter-

actiolt, the question quite na:tura.11y arises whether or not this activity repl"e-

sents a rejection

or

flaunting of contemporary value and behavior patterns in

an attempt to adjust to a confiict.in, or difficult
sent an over-a.cceptance of them, distorting

cal" extreme

t?,em,

situa~iont

or does it repre-

carrying them to their "lo(\io-

ot application? This question has been raised expJ.icitly

by one

sociologist at leas't and otters another serious reason for inquiring into the
relationship between religion and its influenoe in the lives of delinquents.

18

Our effort heret remember. is not to set up a nell theory of delinquency in addition to the

on~s

disoussed above. but rather to bighlight a particular struc-

tural and func:tioaal. relationship which must be taken into account in
quate tlleol7, something whieh up to now has been insuffioiently done.

an;(

ad....

Some

brier conuideration ot the place at religion in the social structure will be
necessary. therefore, in order to oomplete the theoretical :f'ramewol'k \/e have

RELIGION AND SOCIAL CON'fROL
The sooial role of religion baa been repeatedly observed and interpreted

over the span of many centuries_

And, ae MertoJl remarks: flthe hard core of

18Gordon C. Zahn, tlln Our Image," COIIIIJonweal. 72 (Jane 19. 1959), 302-06.
See also, Barron, IS! JuveAAle .!! De1!Mu..t Society (New York, 19;4).
'
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oontinoi ty in these ohsarvatiot18 oonsists in an emphasis on rQligion as an institutional means of social control, Whether this be in Plato's ooncept of 'no-

ble lies,' or in Aristotle's opinion that it operates fwith a vieW' to the per-

suasion of the multitude, t or in the cOftlpal"able ju4gl1ent of Polybius that 'the
l1'la.sses. • • can be oontrolled only 01 mysteriou.s terrors and tragio fears'. ,,19
The first question that muat be met in a diaoussion of the conaequencea of

religion for human behavior ia pre<)isely what 1s meant by religion.

The work

of Talcott Parsona as a student and coatin:uatol' of the tradition of Max weber
cQ~_pora.t'1

is typioal. or much of

an apt :point of departure.

sociology of reUg1on, and. as su.ch offera WI

In his approaall, Parsona relates r/)ligion to two

dements: too problem of meaning and to the y.riability of social struotures

and possibtlity of peraonality typoa 1.11 various aooieties.
~an1.n.g

The problem of

ooncerM both ait_tiona of unoertaint, and situations of morality_

Comments Paraons:

tt.

•

•

correlative with tho f\U1Ot1oaal Med for emotional

adjuat.'1Ient to such experience$ as death 1e a cognit1Ye Med tor understandlns.

for tryi.ng to haTe it 'make sense, ll120 Moreover, flit we oan speak of a need to
understand ultimate frustrations in order tor them to make se.nae, it is equally

urgent that the values and goals ot 8yerydAy ute should also make

19Merton, S9'9i!l Theory !!!$i Social Struo!ltt8, p. 42. This empbae1s on religion as 8. social oontrol is only to be expected, sinoe religion, whateYer its
origin, eventually becomes 1Ieeomes bureaucratized. in some form, in that almost
alwlQ's it is orp:ni&ed. around. some tON of hierarch1. NeYertheless, religion
can be studied quite apart from its external control function as Weber did in
his ProHs\Mt ith1c and l!!! 5;airit .!! Ca~itaU~ (New York, 1930) and. Merton in
Sc;!,,,.!•• TeAAB9toR. B SocUtl i!!2!
§gleN (Bruges, &9181um,19,38(3.

2!nim

2OparSOAS, E&8818 in Sociological 'the01'7. rev. ed. (Glencoe, 1951), pp.

207-8.
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It is in religion, therefore, that \tie find the integration of these

two attempts after meaning.

~ebgr

and Parsons alsO see the different institu-

tional structut"es of various societies as correspondj.ng in imporU'mt respects

to differences in religions doctrine.

'rhus relig:ton not only plays an inteiJ,Ta-

tivS! role for indivic1ua1.s and for sooieti€ts, but also

elltel"'tl

into the distinot-

tva shaping of aGciaJ. insti tutiona and through them into the formation of hUl'Mll

?zraonali ty.

On a broad scale, then, we can def'inereligion as

nism for reinforcing the

conduot ""llich

~

~ntiment8,

t\

oocial mecha-

the def:i..nitioM of aituationa and htamiUl

most eelsent1al to the integrati,o.n of sooiety.

.4nd it is

pl'c-

cisely on the basi,s of this adjust!va aignitioance and functional importance

that religion comes to. exercise social control. 22
As has

~Uready

been suggested, social centrol 1-8 to. be found wi thin the

!lormal proceGtJes of interaction that go to make up society.

Oerta1n1y the·

various t1}?fts of coat"l society employs are many, but the basic concept under-

lying them all seems to. embraee tour classifications: formal, 1nformal .. exter-

nal t and. internal control.

Formal control is imposed froll' without by meana of

rcstrictloa and l)Ul!dnhment; informal oontrol .is exeroised from within and is

related to affections! identification with parents, friends, teachers, etc.
Z;xterool. control comes

fJ'OJIl

without in teZ'llS of

sanotion and group ex:r,>eotationi

intermtl cont1"'01 is exercised within the fr.ework of social norms and values
and moat frequ.elltly operaten through conscience.

It is hardly feuible that

21Ib!:!!_, p. 208.

225ee • IJ.lhcmas :r. 0' Dea, "The Sociology of Religion," ~t XV (June 1954) t
7}-10). Much of the prece<l1D€; analysis was derived from O'Dea's stimulating
treatment. See also. J. Milton Yinger, ReU.g1on. Sooietv !!!! !!l! Individual
(New York. 1954).

v/
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'ai.'1y single control mechanism will fit neatly into one compartulent to the exclusion of any other.

In fact, the reverse seems to be true.

")unishment for

instance, is a formal control imposed from without, but it certainly affects
values and can be external in a very real sense.

The classifications, then,

are merely useful for heuristic purposes.
When we reflect on the controlling effect of religious doctrine and practice we find that religion exercises influence in all four areas of social
control.

First, it functions as an internal control.

A society's common value

system - its morality or "moral solidarity" - is alwa.ys connected with and to a
degree dependent upon a shared religious orientation.

Hore precisely, among

the common values of a society are those referring to more flultimate concerns,"
rather than, say, values relating different aspects of role-behavior in particular networks of social interaction.

For example, Jewish monotheism enduring

for centuries, the Roman Catholic position on artificial contraception, the
conviction that all men are created equal and possess certain God-Diven inalienable rights would be illustrations of such "ultilllate values.tldecause
such ultimate values ure shared by a group and generally are considered of
great importance to the group's welfare, norms concerning them invariably
arise.

And associated with these norms are shared ways of perceiving the be-

havior of others and cowmon ways of feeling about them. fef courset when such
values and norms are related to religion they are supported not only by popular
consensus but by definite beliefs which, in turn, rest on specific judgments of
the truth of one's religion and its teaching as well as on the

compell~~

drive

to act consistently with what one knows to be true" :<rherefore. in this sphere
of internal control - beliefs. values and norms - relieion exercises

:perh~lpa

v'
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its strongest and most effective influence.

There can be no question that, in

terHlS of human activity, what one thinks and \-,hat one values are the most dominant determinants of his conduct)
Second, religion exercises external control.
sociology of religion, J oachim

~,ach

In his classic work on the

lists three principal ways where religion-

which he considers to be essentially a matter of personal, incommunicablo experience of God - manifests itself.

'rhe first area of external religion is aome

type of belier system which would consist mostly in theoretical propositions
and speculations about God and His relation to lm:{n; the necond external trait

of religion is its practical expression of these beliefs, i.e. its system of
worship; the third manifestation of religion is its social organization
system of social relutionships.

~~d

The element of belief has already been dis-

cussed under internal control; it would appear, however, that in the area of
worship and social organization religion should especially exercise external
control. 23
1I\<;orship, It declares i,;;ach t nis not merely an accident but a gonuine and
essential expresnion of religion which likes to penetrate the totality of the
human life in making not only its spiritual and personal but also its material
side a vehicle and mediator of its effects. fI

24

lCertainly this expression of

religion through worship is closely related to a framework of belief, for \>Jt;.atever is formulated in the theoretical statement of faith and believed in by the
ind.i vidual is

?3

~ ~

-

~

Sociology

in religiously inspired acts~

2!

24 Ibid ., pp. 25-26.

Religion (Chicago, 1944).

In a wide s(ms(~, then, all

18
actions whioh flow from and are determined by religious experience are practical expressions of

l.~eligion.

!~omally.

however, we lilnit such praotical expr8s-

sion to the area of worship, and so such questions as church attendanoe, participation in liturgical services, organizations and activities. in addition to
prayer, penance and other aspeots of an individual's devotional life have reterenoe here.
~he

other area of religion's external control is its social organization.

It slould not be difficult to understand why the theoretical and practical as-

pecta of religion are complemented by its social struoture.

Every religious

act is simultaneously an indiVidual and a uooial act, and the phrase

ll~

Ghristianus, nullus Christianu,,!' is in a very true sense applioable to all
rcligions. 25 Whether it is the hierarchical order tZlat exercises its authority
and stabilizes the religious group or merely the members of that group who to-

gather act as a stimulus to one's ollln attitudes and behavior, it cannot be d.enied that we live our l:ives in reference to suoh external manifestations.

pressure to conform to the norms and values or those

~ith

'l'he

whom we live is one

of the strongest factors determining the solutions we take to our problems.
And i t is fJerhaps the most important criterion of the validity or our frame or
reference which motivates and justifies our conduct.

Yew Roman Catholics, for

example, would eat meat on Friday and fail to make an impression on those with

25ne are told, for instance, that Greek religion was a matter of social
groups like the family or tribe or th;e state long before it was a matter of the
individual. 'I'he growth of the concept of individuality on Roman soil was even
retarded by the excessive deblTee to which the social idea was developed. 1'110
individual existed merely for the state, the family, or the clan. See in this
connection, lustel de Coulanges, Anoient Citl. trans. l~illard Smull (Boston,
19(1), ;Jooks II and III.

v
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whom they ate, just as

many

fallen-away Catholics sU.ll continue to attend I-lass

or certain other church services, even though they cannot really participate in

them since they are not in the state of grace.
'l'hirdly, reli&"iou6 control is informal. that is, it exercises its control
through other institutions of society.

Religion, insofar as it i5 concretized

in a social group, can be considered in several ways: it is a
primary aocial group; moreover, it can be onets
group, or both.

secon~~rYt

m~ubership eTOU~,

not a

reference

A membership STOUp is one to which a per$On is .recoe;nized as

belonging, such as the frunily, a political party or religious organization.

A

person, then, shares the norms of hie membership group not only because he is
reco~~ized

by others as belonging

t~

this particular group. but also because

he finds some degree of satisfaction and security' in accepting and following

these norms.

It often happens, however, that a person also learns to use the

norms of groups of which he is not an organized member.

Consequently. the term

referenCe group can include both membership and non-membership groups.

Primary

groups, on the other hand. are those which are characterized by more or less
continued, face-to-face contact between the members, while any other type of
group is a secondary group.

It is the primary groups to which everyone at one

time or another has belonged and which are moet notable for the extent of their
influence.

l'he family, of course, is the most obvious example of the primary

group; religious, racial, and class groups are
ary

f~~iliar

examples of the second-

group.
It should be expected. therefore, that religion,

ir~ofar

as it is a second-

ary reference or membership group. would not exercise as &Teat an influence as
a primary groul.} like the family.

But since primary groups do not live in soli-

20
tory isolation but share norms ,dth larger secondary groups of society like re-

ligion, social class t nationality, and so on, these secondary groups exert
their control through primary ones.

Religion, for instance, is "tilteredn

through the fnmily, and the faot tho. t parents qui to frequently exert their own
distinctive power - i n terms of prejudioe, selection, false perception, etc.-

all contribute to the difficulty of properly assessing the influence of any one
reference group like religion.
The last claE:;sification of socutl control is formal control.

As regards

religion there is little difference between its function as a formal control

and as an internal control; we inolude it as a separate category mainly in arder to provide the foundation for the other classifications of control.
gion, as has been noted,

i~fluences

Heli-

individuals both internBJly and externally

;n terms of its structuring of a personal relationship between the individual
and God, its dress on sin, guilt, the conse<.:,uent alienation from God and from
the Hystical Body of Christ (at least for the Catholic) t and the need for reparation.

The difficulty in assessing religion in its function of

forr~

con-

trol lies in the fact tr.at so much of this control remains Mdden in the individual's personal religious experience, his own relationship with God.
Gordon Allport

As

observes: liThe conclusion we come to is that the subjective re-

11.gious attitude of every individual iS t in both its essential and non-essential
features, unlike that of any other individual.

'l'l-,e roots of religion are so

nur."lerouB. the weight of their influence in individual lives so varied. and the
forms of rational interpretation so endless. that uniformity of product is impossible.u

26 'rhe reality of sin. its meaning to the individual. the need for

repentance are all oontained within the belief system of any given religious

21

group, but the power they exert over human attitudes and actions entirely depends upon the degree to which they are internalized.

'rhis internalization or

internal control rests, in turn, upon the idea each one has of God and the nature of this relationship between the individual and God, viz., upon religion
as a fonnal control. (Ultimately, then, this formal control is grounded in a
response to something intrinsic to the human person; it is, in otto's phrase, a
"mysterium tremendum

!! fa.scinosUJ8," a genuine I-Thou relationship,

a fundrunen-

tal commitment to the person of God:;; One to whom none of these terms are intelligible would do well to eGchew the sooiology of religion as a field of endeavor.

He will never l~ow what he is looking at. 27

CONCLUDn~G

llliMARKS

Before closing this chapter and turning attention to the methodolOGical
problems of the present study, it should help the reader to appreciate the backdrop we have attempted to conotruct in the preceding pages and against "/hich
any future discussion will be projected, if we gather together the threads of
the foregoing analysis into a list of general propositions.

It is readily ad-

mitted that this general form resembles more a road sign than a highway

U~Pt

but

there should be little need to insist that transition to any more specialized
precepts of social orgtudzation and control which will be made later can take
place only through an understanding of this more
1.

~eneralized

orientation.

Society is a social system characterized by processes of individual

and group interaction.

26Allport, p. 26.
27C'Dea, p. 87.

Therefore, any pattern of social behavior

rr~ch

as con-

fOl~mity

n and C<.lnnot
or devia nce occur s vlithi n the frame work of this inter actio

be studi ed apart from it.
2.

Hinst itutio nConfo rmity typif ies that behav ior which harmo nizes ,lith

ized t;;rou.l!o
alize dll expeo ta.tion s exist ing withi n socie ty or any or€;an

Devia nt

sanct ioned eX'.tJectabehav ior, on the other hand, is a viola tion of' these same
n or tensio n that
tiona and norms which comeu about aD a respo nse to strai
arise s in a confl icting situa tion.

3.

itutes the
It is not neces sarily devia nce itsel f, then, that const

fabric which cause d the
parti cular proble m, but the ailme nt withi n the socia l
nse.
confl ict to arise and thus initia ted the delin quent respo

In other

~;ords,

perso nality who finds
our focus of atten tion is not limit ed to the indiv idual
must includ e the struc himse lf "out of stepll with the rest of his group , but
this patte rn of ber;.avture of the group or of socie ty as a whole vdthi n which
ior occur s.

4.

socia l system
It follow s logic ally from these three point s that if the

ess fontc. rd to hiGhe r
is to maint ain i taelf with maximwn profic iency and progr
posue ss a Jefin ite set
level s of socia l integ ratio n and organ izatio n, it must
patter ned. and un;pa. tternof contr ol mecha nisms which opera te in certa in areaLl of
(!lle corro lary of
cd behav ior to foste r confo rmity and disco urage devia nce.
the resul t of an inter this is, of cours e, that devia nt behav ior is not merel y
their socio -cultu ral miactio n proce ss betwe en indiv idual s and indiv idual s and
it is also the resul t
lieu ruld so a behav ior patte rn Ulat is learn ed, but that
of an absen ce or il~dequacy of certa in socia l contr ols;

5.

anoth er the\\hat the prese nt study is not attem pting is to const ruct

ory of delinq uent behav ior.

At prese nt the bette r known expla natio n in terms
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of social disorganization, tJubcultural reaction-formation and transoission,
illicit means. and culture conflict seem to meet the demands of existing data.
',ihat \1e are attempting, then, is an analysis of one element of the social struc..
ture -

the reliGious reference grou:;:) - Nbich must be talcen into consideration

by any current theory.

6. Neligion from the viewpoint of the total situation is a social mechanism which functions to reinforce the definitions of situations,

tl~

sentiments,

and actions which are most essentially bound up with society's integrEttion
process.

t'lore specifically, it can be defined as the binaing of man to God by

means of a personal encounter through faith, which arises because of man's
driving need to discover COOlIJlete meaning in the situations of life.

It is

precisely on the basis of this adjustive significance that religion exercises
social

con~rol.

7. Social control, considered in

a general

way, can be classified into

four types: formal, informal, internal, and external.

ApplyinU these notions

to the social influence of religion, we find that religion, both as a secondary
membership group and a reference &TOUP, exerts control in the following "lay.
~'ormally t

it controls in terrus of the individual'.s personal

God, the doctrine of sin,

~'Uilt,

to

alienation from God and from the Mystical

.I3ody. and the need for repentance.

tutions of society -

relationshi~;

Informally, it acts through other insti-

the family, school, social class, etc.

'1'heso t\1I0 types

of influence can. in turn, be specified according to internal and external social control: internally religion acts through its system of beliefs, common
values and social norms; externally, through its system of worship and social
organization.
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Briefly put, these are th.e main lines of the present chapter.
rcmsclbered that the original question with which

\,/0

It will be

began our theoretical in-

quu'Y ilia,;; this: Ills there something within the framework of our social system
that allows for juvenile delinquency'?"

In the light of the raticnale put forth

in the preceding pases this question can nOli' be specified to read: "Could the
ineffoctlvenef,s of religious be1j.efs and attitudes be something which accounts
for delinquency in society';"

)~arsons

has remarked: 1I'l'he two most [;enel'al fune-

tiona of theory are the facilitation of description and analysis.

The t"iO are

mOGt intimately connected since it is only when the essent:lal facto about a

phenomenon have been described in a carefully systematic way that accurate
analysls becomes possible at all. ,,28

It is wi th this idea in mind that we at-

tempted here to set down the array of concepts, assumptions, and basic proposi-

tiona to be followed in the present study.

Itlf true art consists in concealing

all signs of art, true science consists in revealinG its
as its finished structure. ,,29

28parsonSt Bssays, p. 213.
29Herton, Social Theory

~ Social Stru9ture, p. 14.

scaff~ldins

as well

CHAPl'illt II
PROBLEMS IN M.:.'THvDOLOOY

Scientific methodlogy basically refers to the approach the scientist
in collecting and analyzing a oertain number of facts.

ta}~es

The term implies that

one's concrete study is being scrutinized as to the procedures it uses, the underlying suppositions it makes, the modes of explanation it considers satisfactory.

tl'his, in turn, makes necessary

III

fundamental distinction bet1l1een

scientific methodology properly so called and scientific procedures and techniques.

Insofar as one is dealing with the application of the fundamentals of

science. examining the logio of one's approaoh he is a methodolozist, and methodological analysis in this sense provides the elements from which a future
philosophy of the sooial sciences may be built.
cific

pr~cedures

But if one treats of the spe-

by which the scientist gathers and orders his data prior to

their logical or statistical manipulation. he is a technioian, and his main
task is the continuous adaptation of more generalized sociological methods to
ooncrete researoh situations.

Consequently, methodology is an elliptical tel.,.;l

and Gomewhat more oomplicated that might first appear.
Since the preceding chapter dealt with the general approach, conceptual
frameviorK. and theoretical suppositions underlying the present study, this
chapter will take up several specific problems enoountered as the investigation
progressed.

None of these questions involved any radical refocusing of the
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precise point of the study. the relutionship of religious control to delinquent
beh.avior. but several obstacles did involve some :,t'roeedural detours which, in
the long run, made actual investigation quite different from the initial pilot
study.
S8LECflllG THE

SAMPL~

The study, it will be recalled, is based primarily upon questionnaires and
interviews conducted with a sample of delinquent Catholic boyr:; drawn from among
those detained at the Intake Department of the Cook County detention home.
~)inc~

1;,e were treating not merely general religious orientation as the inter-

vening variable, but more specific attitudes and religious practices, it was
not feasible to include Protestant, Catholics, and Jews in the same study.
Different questions would have to be directed at each group, and although the
general framework set down in the preceding c}1apter could handle all
groups, more particular considerations that would be

neces~J

tr~ee

for sufficient

interpretation could not be generalized to SUci, an ecumenical level.

Conse-

quently we initiated the research with Catholios and limited this report to an
analysis of this data alone. l

It is also true that the writer's own religious

commitment and status mad.e this choice more immediately practical.
'rhe reasons for the location of the study, however. are not so evident.
Why choose the Intake Department instead of the detention home itself?

Or why

focus upon an institutionalized group, rather than the more general and normati ve juvenile population''?

It bas been suggested by Cohen, Nye t Kvaraceus and

lsome research was conducted among DOn-Catholic and Jewish delinquents, but
this has been slight and done quite unsystematically. Hence, there is no mention of it in the present report.

others that what delinquency research desperately needs, in addition to comparative studies in other cultures and societies, is more investigation of noninstitutionalized elinquents. i.e. delinquent behavior in the goneral adolescent population.

2

That such procedures are desirable and could shed conaidera-

ble. light on the problem is unquestionable.

On the other hand, if one were to

rank any group of adolesoents along a delinquenoy soale and then proceed to
matoh this continuum with a parallel one of institutionalized delinquents, he
would disoover that the least delinquent cases on the general soale obviously
never appeared on the institutional scale.

But more importantly, the most

serious delinquent cases might rarely, if ever, appear on the general scale.
In other words. an investigation of non-institutionalized delinquents might

tend to miss the serious and frequent offender.
To acoept institutionalization as the criterion of delinquenoy, of oourse,
is to endanger the reliability of onets investigation, for there are definite
biases

~esent

in any institutionali..d population.

Repeated studies have

shown. for instance, that lower-economic individuals are more liltely to be arrested, convicted, and institutionalized for a given offense than are llersons
of middle and higb~sooio-economic strata.' This bias can take subtler form.
It has long been recognized that there are disproportionate numbers of children
from broken homes in reformatories and detention homes, and there can be little

doubt that only the more aerious and habitual delinquents are institutionalized.

,..

G;.Gohen, Del;iMuent BoYS. p. 170; F. Ivan Nye, l;<"'amil,y italationshi;es ~ l2!linguent Behavior (rtft York. 1958>. pp. vii-viii; Kvaraceus, The Community and
!!:2. D;rrnquent CNew York, 1954).
- 'E.g .. Cletus Dirksen, Eoonomic Factor! .!!! Delins,uencx Otllwaukec, 194<)
Shaw and i'lCKay. Juvenile DelilNuenol ~ Utban Areas. Cohen, pp. 36-4,.

t
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Consequently, a solution was sought which would at the name time minimize bias,
include the more serious delinquents, and provide us with an accessible group.
The reason why including the more serious delinquents was desirable
should be clear.

If delinquency is some type of norm violating behavior that

cuts against institutiouJ.ued expectations, much of the Itdelinquency" one
would encounter in the general adolescent population is not delinquency;

DO

one woul.d consider swearing, petting. drinking a bottle of beer delinquency,
unless such actions were disturbing to others, extrem., or habitual.

Similarly

one would not find a large number of car thieves, strong-armed robbers. and
sex deviants in an ordinary school.

'l'here would be some, to be sure; but

unless the study were located at a continuation school or a special echool
like the tt6OO" SChools in New York City, the nwaber would probably be minimal.
Moreover, we wanted an accessible group_

It is, however, precisely because

accessibility usually limits one's study to a reform school, detention home,
or an average school (all three of which were, in the light of the discussion,
objectionable), that the Intake Department of the Cook County detention home
was selected.

Rere there was an accessible group, serious delinquents would

be included in the sample t and becauae of the department-polio,. the problem of
bias would be eonsiderabl,. minimized.
The Intake Department was established in 1937 as a result of the overcrowded conditions at the detention home for the explicit purpose of screening
each child t 6 need for detention, and whenever possible to provide al terna ti ves
to detention.
Intal~e

Inevitably detention must tollow tor many of the referrals to

(usually between 5O;G and 65%); but this occurs only when every possible

resource or procedure alternative to detention has been considered, and it is
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determined that the delinquent's stay vill be more than a few days.

4

1~en

the

child is transferred to the Audy Home proper, where provision is made for a
program geared to longer detention.
'llhe advantages in selecting the Intake Department as th.e location of this

study were many.

The range of delinquency was wide, spanning first offenders,

habitual offenders, those merely riding in a stolen ear, truants, runaways,
incorrigibles, those involvtd in robberies of varying kinds, sex

del.inquent~,

reform school escapees, those implicated in assaults with a deadly weapon,
grand larceny, and murder.

Biases that would naturally be present in a strict-

1y institutionalized population were reduced.

The socio-economic status of the

delinquents remained low, but after all, the bulk of known delinquency occurs
in this cl.ass;5 there were many delinquents from ph1'sical.ly broken homest but
as the statistics reveal, the number was not disproportionate.
Obviously it was impossible to interView al.l the delinquent Catholic boys
received during the six-week period allotted for the study; thuB a random sample of them was chosen.

Since the research was being conducted at the Intake

Department, there was a continual flow of youngsters - some being proee5sed,
others being released to await their court hearing at home under their parents'
supervision, the rest being transferred to the detention home itself.

At that

time H

days,

\vas

department policy to hold

Iii

boy at Intake no more than

ttJO

4In 1955-51, for instanoe. the total Intake admissions numbered 1.353,
8,4}2 and 8,111 respectively_ Of these 4,253. 4,004 and 3,114 were referred to
the Auely Home.
5Kvaraceus, Juvenile Delinquenc;c !!!! ~ School (New York, 1945), p.
'Ihrasher, pp. 5-25; Cohen, pp. 40-42.
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e~though

there were exceptions.

Then too, no one could predict how many delin-

quent Catholic boys would be there on

~

given day_

Clearly the ma.jority of

these were fourteen to sixteen years old (after July, 1959. delinquents in
Illinois lost their

II

juvenileu status as they turne d seventeen);

an'(i

a!'ter

many preliminary oonversations w1 th staff workers and boys themselves. it be-

came apparent that the youngsters of th..i.a

~e

bracket possessed more clearly

defined attitude and bebayior patterns tban their younger companions.

Thus,

in terms of the key variables of sex. ap, and religion, the study was limited

to a sampling of Catholic boys, 14-16 years old, coming to the Intake o.partment between July 1 and August 15, 1960.

It was decided to interview every

other boy as the names appeared on the admiasion list, thus drawing up a completely random sample of about seventy-five delinquents out of approximately

195 expected cases during the same period.
HOi", THE INTl!.'RVIZl:iING i;AS OONE

At the beginning of the pilot study (conducted during the same six-week
period the preceding year). it

Wa.6

thought that the use of a questionnaire did

not seem appropriate, since most adolescents are unaccustomed to questionnaires.
Instead, a structured interview schedule was set up and the interviewer wrote
down the answers ot his respondents.

This

,;led:.

to several dif'f'iculties.

In

order to establish satisfactory rapport with the boys it was necessary to
approach the interview in a relaxed, nondirective manner; ODCe tlus rapport
had been established it was extremely difficult, if not impossible. to pick up
a pencil and begin tskins notes, let alone the difficulties in obtaining a
verbatim report.

The limited scope of the study and the costs involved made

}l

use of a recording machine prohibitive.

Without verbatim reports the dangers of

subjectivism and unreliability were severe; for the interviewer to lessen or
lose the confidence of those he interviewed would be to run the risk of invalid
data.

The (lolution seemed to be to put the pencil into the delinquent's hand
r-

and to center this ques·tionnaire in the middle of an interview 6i tuation. -!Iondirective interviewing seemed best GUited to ttus plan, for it encouraGed the
to express their feelings freely, not to be afraid of any recriminations,

~oys

~d

to put in their own words their convictions. doubts, and problems.

~ctua1

The

questionnaires form the substance of the study, although data frO!11 the

total interview is used to gain insights and assist

......,6

interpretation.~
~~~~-

Most of the delinquents showed real acceptance of the interview and the
questionnaire.
idea.

A nUlilber of them comnlented quite spontaneously on the whole

For instance, a

hu~cy

black-haired lad of 16. arrested for stealing cars

and two attempted EO"tiberj,se; remarked toward the end of the interview:

You know.. sir, PVe never talked to anybody like you before. flobodyts
ever asked me questions like this; nobodyt~ ever been that interested,
I guess. I'm telling you things I've never told anybody else about
before and it's really good.
But there were exceptions.

One sophisticated fifteen-year-old, three-tir.le loser

and ex-rerorm school product cOmL1ented:
Why the hell do you want to talk to me': who are you aIr3Way? w1lat' s
your racket? I don t t want to be a It caS$. t1 I'm Dormal. Just leave
me alone. I don't want to tell you nothinsJ:his latter response was regarded as a "refusal" since

DO

questionnaire was

completed and. therefore, does not constitute part of the official sample.
r.rnroughout the course of the study there were only eight such "refusals".

6A COpy of the questionnaire is provided in the Appendix.

Some
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interviews started off badly, but remarkably improved so that in the end the
flad was more than.responsive.
characters.

Occasionally the boys were dull or IliUspicious

But on the whole, an atmosphere of trust and friendliness was

usually established.
l'H~

PROBLJ:i.:H OF

QUANTIFICATION

Clearly some sort of arithmetical treatment of the interview was necessary,
if they were to be summarized and compared.

Except for two standardized sec-

tions of the questionnaire (L. L. 'l'hurstone's "Scale of Attitua~Toward GOd t "
Form !h and an adaptation of F. Ivan Nye' s "Scale of Delinquent 13ehavior"7 ) ,
the remainder of the questions were struotured and ranked according to the attitudes express.d, e.g. t tlAlwlQ's, Usually, Seldom, Never, " "Completely agree,
Mostly agree, Mostly disagree, Completely disagree, It etc.

Other subjects that

come up in either the questionnaires or interviews, such as why one usually
prays, one's idea of God, and so on, certainly bear on the main question of the
studl, but for simplioity's sake we did not treat them quantitatively in the
analysis of varianoe.

Attitude scaling is not perfeot, but if we are aware of

its pitfalls. it is thoroughly worth attempting.
As for reliability, one can never be certain that his scales and analyses
give the same results oonsistently and would result in the same conclusions if
the study were undertaken by another interviewer.

It is more difficult to know

this in the absence of precise tests for such reliability (with the exception
of several sets of interlocking questions) and because of the privacy of the
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interview.

However. the interview protocale and questionnaire data are av&1l-

ble and can be inspecte-d by others.

The question of validity - did the inter-

'ews and questionnaires validly measure religious orientation, religious eontrol and delinquent behavior - can only be answered at the conclusion of the
study.
The over-all observations of this research cover the period of two sumers - 1959 and 1960 - at the Cook County detention home in Chicago.

In addi-

tion we have explored the history of the problem theoretically and substantively as it appears in the more representative monograpbs and articles.
less, the essential facts were sought at a limited time and place.
speald.n~h

NevertheStrictly

then, these findings are not safely applicable to other times and

laces.
Some general principles, conclusions and directions about religious control and delinquency, however, can still be made.

The attitudes and feelings

f the delinquents do not cODStantly change - be it summer or winter; and the
findings of timy such stuGJ are of more than momentary value.
their attitudes through many experiences.

Young people build

They chanLet of course, but one is

still able to set up relatively firm limits for specific ages, so that

~~thin

the adolescent population as a whole, attitude changes are rather prediotable.
Sur.wer time does bring a slight increase in delinquency and the prevalence of
car the fts and joy riding as opposed to truancy t but these are not such as to
8
freet the subject of our present research.

8See, Arnold Gessell, Frances L. Ilg, and Louis
from!!! l2 S1xte!n (New York. 19.50); Robert J.
Adolescent Character !D!,Personal1ty (New lork,

s

Nor are the peoularities of place overly restrictive.
~hicago

Certainly in the

detention home there are certain leadership personalities, a large num-

ber of intake referrals, a tendency to be over-crowded and at times understaffed; none of these variables will be exactly replicated in the Louisville
detention home. for instance, where there are different personalities, less referrals, a newer plant, and so on.

But there are also more important variables

rather common to large city detention homes: intake processing before transfer
or release, a wide range of delinquent violations, a less biased sample than
would be found in the detention home itself or the state reform school.
With proper caution and. awareness of limitations in time and place, then,
we can still find a genuine transfer value in such a study as this.
the conclusions are valid chiefly

&8

Many of

suggestions for further research.

For as

independent studies are gradually added together and analyses of their oommon
conclusions made, we build up a body of aubstanti ve theol'1 that has genuine
validity, since it is based on real familiarity with delint}uent bOY8, with
their thoughts and feelings.

TilE QUESTION OF R£LIGIOUS BIAS
Since the social scientist, by the very nature of his pursuit, is constantly striving for objectivity, he attempts as far as he is able to remove
his own biases and prejudices not only in the complicated procesnes of analyzing research da.ta and evaluating conolusions, but also a.t the sources of infor-

~tion - the colleotion of data. 9 One can legitimately ask about

any research,

9See in this connection this discussion on nHow to Hinimize Bias," in John
Hadge, ~ Tools .2! Social Science (New York, 1953>, pp. 233-48.
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then, whether or not the investigator in &n1 way affects the data he obtains.
If he is a cleric should he or should he not wear the typical clerical garb and
identify himself, for instance, as a Catholic clergyman?

50

The decision was

Imade in the present study that the researoher not wear the clerical garb.

Since

the subject ot the interview and questionnaire was religious attitudes and beliets, it seemed tar sater not to identify oneself as a clergyman, and in this
~~'

remove as much possible bias.'"

'"

There are stUdies which appear to back this decision.

Cantril showed in

the Memphis Study in 1942 by the National Opinion Research Center that white
interviewers get responses from Negro respondents different from those obtained
10
by Negro interviewers.
Stouffer also pointed out that Negro and white interviewers obtained 41fferent responses from Negro enlisted men in the army. 11
In both of these cases, however, questions dealt with opinions concerning the
treatment of Negroes,
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naturally the race of the internewer and the racial

connotations of the questions caused biased replies.

A similar problem ap-

peared when gentiles were asked que.tiona about anti-Semi tis by gentUe, Jewish
or Jewish-looking interviewers. 12
A&aittedll, the question of religious bias i8 somewhat different.
~atbGlic

If a

priest were interviewing Protestants about religious beliefs, attitudes

10Hadley Cantril, Gauging Public Opinion (Princeton, 1944), p. 115.
llSamuel Stouffer et al. t

!!!

American Soldier (Princeton, 1949), p. 720.

~. Robinson and S. Rhodes, "Two Experiments with an Anti-Semitism poll,n
Journal .2! Abnowl ~ Social Psychology, XLI (April 19'+6) t 136-44.

and practices, there would be more similarity to the
~atllclic

interviews Catholics,

th~

cited above.

l'ihen

danger is t:hat he will get a rosy T,icture, a.

nuddy one, or simply an evasive answer.
bibUOUS,

ClL..58S

But to be consistently falacious, am-

or hypocritical it is necessary that the person be aware of his feel-

ings, sentiments, and the demands of the present situation explicitly, and this
to an extent \\ihich few people can achieve; otherwise, there is constant danger

th~t the disguise will not be complete or convincing. l } Moreover, studies by
Fichter in parish sociology and by Purcell in labor and management relations
openly attest that they could find no substantial difference in replies \'lhich
could be directly traced to the clerical role of the researcher.
'l'hus, the evidence on this point i6 not very definite; and it is hardly to
be expected that adolescents could have

60

grasped the situation as to be able

to consistently act the saint or the devil and successfully
ines and sentiments.

d1sb~se

their feel-

Although such conclusions might tempt one to throw out the

assumption of bias if the clerical garb were worn as unverified, it was decided
to test the hypothesis in the present study.

During the pilot study, half of

the interviews were conducted with the clerical garb, half of them in lay garb;
the

reb~lts

confirmed Fichter and Purcell's findings: there appeared to be no

significant di:ffitrence in replies.

14

It would be absurd, of course, to assert

that the boys were '·unaffected by the Roman collar.

Undoubtedly they polished

l3Cf • Fritz J. Roethlisberger and William J. Dickson. M~ement ~ ~
\lJorker (Cambridge, 1947), pp. 276-17.
l43ee , Joseph H. E'ichter. S.J. t "Priests as Interviewers," Social Order, IX
(June 1959), 275-80; 'l'heodore V. Purcell, S.J., !h!. '",orker Speaks ~ ~ .2!!
Comnany !!!!! Union (Cambridge t 195}) t pp. 293-95.
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ittp their la.n{:,"'tIaGe compared td t:; the way they might talk on the street corner;
out this does not mean distortion.

A boy's attitude can be perceived whether or

not he uses his full complement of adjectives and exelamations.

Ther(~ ';,'<'1S

no

evidence of resentment to a clergyman talking to these delinquents; indeed it
seemed that the clerical role put the researcher in a position of confidence and
neutrality which facilitated rather than hindered conversation.

But since there

is always danger that bias will creep in, that the clergyman will be given the
rulswer he would like to hear and not realize that he is being deceived, particularly when discussing religion, it wan decided that no clerical garb should be
~Jorn

and that the researcher never identify himself as a Catholic, clergyman.
These were some of the methodological problems encountered in the stUdy

and the aolutions with which they were met.

'rhe stage is set, the backdrop is

in place; we turn, then, to the substantive part of our report.

CHAPTiliR III
FAMILY

:;.;~L

TIONSHIPS AND

SOCIO-l~CCNOHIC

FACTORS

As a boy or girl begins adolescence, each enters an entirely new ...:orld of
relationships with his own sex, the other sex, the church, the school, the occupational world, and law enfo.rcement at;encies.

The boy especially begins ncti-

vities and develops c.\ttitudes which will eventually lead him into a life dominated by an occupation and the creation of his own family.

Few would deny that

the adolescent's faraily and its position in society--particularly its socioeconomic status - are among the principal factors which structure this adolescent .. world.

1

And, from the standpoint of religious orientation, it is precise-

ly within this family and socio-economic framework that religion exerts r.luch of
the influence it has.

'"e have elected to begin our analysis of religious or i-

entation here, then, becauBe it seems logical to assume that few other extrinsic factorB play a more fundamental role in religious orientation than family
and socio-economic status.
f'lost attempts to demonstrate the relationship between juvenile delinquency
and socio-economic status indicate that officially noted delinquency is primari-

lSee, Cohen. pp. 66-67, 109-119; Havinghurst and 'rabat pp. lt7-6lj August B.
Hollingshead. l'amatO\in'[; Youth (New York, 1949). pp. 66-82, 459; ".:" Lloyd
warner and Paul S. Lunt, 'l'he Social Life of a Nodern Community (;iew Haven,
1941), p. 427; Margaret H;';d, ~ Ke;p-'Ye>ur Powder .Q!:z (New York, 19 /+2),

p. 197.
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ly a phenomenon associated with lower economic strata.

2

These studies, for the

most part, have used court records, police files, and other such records of
delinquency.

And while it j.s true that there are both drawbacks and limita-

tiona to &ny inference drawn from such records of official delinquency, we tend
to agree with Cohen that "if many dtlinquencies of upper-class children fail
to find their way into the police and court records, the same is apparently
true also of many delinquencies of working-class children, and conceivably
even more true.,,3
way

Nevertheless, acceptance of these conclusions should in no

be taken as an endorsement of the position that delinquent and criminal

behavior is limited to the lower economic groups.

For even though available

evidence supports the traditional and popular conception of the distribution
of delinquency in the class structure, there are an increasing number of studies which produce findings that there is no significant difference in delinquent behavior of boys and girls in different socio-economic strata.

4

2Ernest W. Burgess, "The Economic Factor in Juvenile Delinquency," Journal
of Cr1.miflll ltaw and CriminoloSl ~ Police Servi;e, XLIII {Hay...June, 19525 t 29~; Cletus Dirksen, Economiq Factors !! Delinquency (Milwaukee, 1948); Sarl R.
MoseSt I1Different1als in Crime Rates Between Negroes and Whites in Comparisons
of Four Socio-Economically Equated Areas, It A2B, XII (Au~'"Ustt 1947) t 411-420;
Shaw and HcKay, Juvenile D~liI?£lu~mcl ~ Urban Areas (Chicago, 1942); William
\). ~\attenberg and J. J. Balistrieri, "Gang Membership and Juvenile Delinquency,"
A2St XV (December, 19.50), 744-52; Paul Wiers, Economic Factors l!! Hichiti'a.n'
Delinquency (New York, 1944).
'COhen, p. 41.
4Austin L. Porterfield, Youth in Trouble (Fort; liorth, 1946); Fred J.
Murphy, H. Shirley, and H. L. Witm;'r, ill'he Incidence of Hidden Delinquency,"
Americap. Journal g! Orthopsychtata, XVI (October, 1946). 636-96); James s.
~Jal1erstein and C. J. Wyle, !fOur Law abiding Law-brea}:.ers," Probation, XA.'V
(April, 1947), 107-12; F. Ivan Nye, Fami1:l i.lelationahii,?s ~ Delinquent ~
vior (New York, 1958).

'l'he present analysis shows that in the Audy Home sample, the relati.onship
betweon socio-economic status and commitment to the detention home is similar
to that shown by the studies relating delinquency to the lower-class

~:;rou'ps.

As 'rable ! reveals, a disproportionate number of these delinquents come from
the lower socio-economic categories.

In measuring the Gocio-economic level

of the delinquent and his family, the occupation of the father (or mother, if
there was no father) was utilized as the index.
scale was employed in categorizing the data. 5

Hollingshead's occupational
Recent research in social stra-

tification lends SUI)port for using occupation as a measure of socio-economic
status, and although more elaborate techniques give a more complete statusprofile, 6 there were several distinct advantages for using occupation alone
in the present study.

First, occupation correlates highly with other criteria

of class and status position, such as subjective class affiliation or class
ratings, income, aduoational level, and others.

~;econd,

the father's occupa-

tion so permeates the lives of every member of a family that it is related
not onlf to income, but to values and attitudes as well.

'rhia was important

for the present study, since the principal factor under investigation was not
status but religious orientation.

Lastly, data on the father's occupation

are generally more accurately obtainable from adolescents than are such things
as

income, rental. school training of the parents, etc., with which tlw adoles-

.5HOllingshead. "Two Factor Index of Social Position, tt 11imeographed t 1957,
pp.

3-8.

6sae • ~ond B. Cattrell, "'i"he concept of Social Status,ll Journal 2!
Social Psychology. XV (May, 1942), 292-~q; Joseph A. Kahl and J. A. Davis,
ff
If A Comparison of Indexes of Socio-Economic Status t
~. XX (June. 19.5.5), 3172.5.
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DISTRIBUTION
OF niE RSSPONDBNTS

JOCIO~SCONOKIC

Socio-economic Level

Number

Per cent

7

9.}

~-

~

1

2
}

4

W

I}.}

5

22

29.}

6

28

37.3

7

7

8

10.7

1

75

99.9

Total

"

~

cent may not be familiar.
Since the mother's occupation (or the one in place of the parents) was
given when there was no father and because any insufficient information on the
questionnaire was clarified in the interview. all the respondents could be
classified in terms of socio-economic level.

The levels (1-7) listed above

include the following types of occupatons: (1) Iligher executives, proprietors
of large concerns, major professionals; (2) Business managers, proprietors of
medium sized businesses, and lesser professionals; (3) Administrative personnel. small independent business-proprietors, and minor professionals; (4) Clerical and sales workers, technicians, and owners of little businesses; (5) Skilled
manual employees; (6)

}~chine

operators and semi-skilled employees; (7) Un-

skilled employees and the unemployed.

It was concluded, therefore, that the
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findings were not biased by the exclusion of any non-classified group.
\-ie

turn now to the structure of the famUy in terms of its

si~et

composi-

tion (broken or unbroken), and the relations within the family as reported by
the respondents.

The present point of view is that the structure of the family

itself does not cause delinquency: actual attitudes and relationships affecting
control are among the crucial factors in the rise and continuance of delinquenoy.7 Certainly the fact that a home is broken or that one of the parents is
dead is important, but not necessarily causal in delinquency.

It simply means

that it is more difficult for a single parent to provide for family needs, direct controls, and manage the other elements of family life.
Birth order has frequently been considered an important factor in delin..
quency.

If a child is the first or the only child, he experiences somewhat

different relationships to his parents.

The oldest, in addition, often has to

play a semi-adult role in that he exercises control over and, to some extent,
is responsible for his younger brothers and sisters.

If a significance by

birth order is found, these differences would seem to have some effect on a
child's behavior.

In the present study the youngest and the "only childH are

less frequently represented than the oldest and the intermediate.

In this con-

nection, Nye and his associates, found little support for the popular belief
that "only children" are problem Children;8 although our study shows fewer delinquents to be Honly children, II the type of investigation undertaken here

7See, Cohen, pp. 78-84, Nye, pp. 34-35. Parsons, "An Analytical Approach to
the Theory of Social Stratification," in his ESBaYs, pp. 69-88.

8see , Nye, p. 37.
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TABLE II
BIRTH ORDER

Birth Order

or

THE R~PONDENTS

Number

Oldest

19

"In betweenlt

38

Youngest

12

Only child
Total

Per cent

6

8.0

75

100.0

does not allow of more generalization on this point.

It should be indicated,

however, that the proportion of "only childrenfl tound in the present sample
is

co~iderably

(~)

lower than the proportion ot only children in the general popu-

lation (;U.9%}.9
In this same area ot family composition there is considerable theory and
research related to family size.

"Family sociologists have come to believe,"

Ny. observes, "that interaction and emotional involvement are more intense in
smaller families.

Closer parental-child affectional ties should, 1n turn, r8-

sult in more effective indirect controls and, perhaps, more effective internalzation as well. H10 As Table III reveals, the majority of the delinquents in
this sample, come from medium-size families, thus modifying Nye- s theory.

This

9All national averages indicated in the present study are taken from the
Sta;istica! Abstragt S! the United States ~ (Washington, D.C., 1958) and are
used here and elsewhere for comparative purposes.
10Ibid. t p. }7; see also, Nye, uParent-Child Adjustment: Sex. Sibling, Number, BrOken Homes, and Employed Mothers as Variables, It Marri!je !!'S. family ~...
ing, XIV (November, 1952). 3Z7-32 or the Gluecu' Unraveli2& J\lvenile Delinguenoy t p.. 120.
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TABLE III
SIZi<] OF F.\MILIES OF Tm~ tESPONDSNT!3
AHD NA'rIGNAL AVERAGE OF FAl>ULI SIZE

Number

Per cent

National average
of family size

1 or 2

19

25.3

21.3

3 to 5

37

49.3

9.4

6 or more

19

2.5.3

5.8

Total

75

99.9

Number of children in family

finding becomes more noteworthy when oompared with the national averages of
family size.

For While

49.3~

of the present delinquent sample came from medium

sized families, these medium sized families make up only 9.4% of the total family population.
In considering the element of family composition, sooner or later we come
face to face with the problem of broken homes.

In some minds, both professional.

and lay, there is a close connection between broken hames and delinquency_

For

others. broken homes appear to be a sufficient explanation of delinquency causation.

Criminologists are generally agreed that adolescents from broken homes
11
are more likely to be delinquent than are the children from unbroken homes.
Butt as Goode has indioated, children from psychologically broken (quarrelling

IlSee, Gordon H. Barker, "Family l"actors in the Geology ot Juvenile Delinq,\leney,1I Journal .2! Criminal ~
CrimonoloR. XXX (January-February, 1940),
681-91; Glueck and Glueck. UnravetiBi Juvenile Pelinquencl. pp. 123-25. Barker
found a high statistical relationship between broken:homes and delinquency
(r = .79) t but was cautious in assigning etiological significance. 'oChe Gluecks,
on the other hand, feel that this is an etiological factor of great importance,
precisely because it produces emotional instability_

e

and disunified) families have few if
12
leGally and physically broken.

1XA'I

advantages over thoDe from families

How it has been suggested that the relationship between broken homes and
delinquency is suspect because law enforcement agencies are more likely to in stitutionalize adolescents from broken homes. 13 There is certainly something
to be said for this opinion, as well as for the observation that parents or
neighbors may make complaints to the police with less provocation if they l<now
the children come from broken homes, or that another source of bias lies in the
relation of broken homes to socia-economic status. 14
In the present study, the differences in the delinquent sample do not favor
the broken homes - broken in the sense that the parents are divorced.
V indicates,

41.'~

of the delinquents come from broken homes, while

from unbroken homes.

liS

58.~~

Table
come

Broken homes, then, cannot explain the delinquency of the

whole group, especially when one adds to this the fact that
quents come from homes where one parent 1s deceased.

2O:~

of the delin-

Looking at national aver-

ages, however, we find that the incidence of broken homes in the general popula-

12000de, After Divorce (Glencoe t 1956). pp. 329-30. See also, J alile as.
Plant, liThe Psychiatrist Vievs Children of Divorced Parents, II ~ ~ Contempo£!£l r~obl!es, X (Summer, 1944), 807-18.
l3Seet Ashley Weeka, "Male and ,i!'emale ilroken Home Rate by l'ype of Delinquency,ft !§g. V (August, 1940). 601-609. f:aeks found that broken homes were
closely associated not OIUY with certain complaints in juvenile courts, but
speCifically, with cbarges of incorrigibility and sex offenses. Also, this same
supposition of the bias connect with all institutional delinquent populations
underlies Nye's entire analysis. With regard to Weeks' point, however, it is
not ~nediately clear that this evidence reflects a differential attitude because of broken-home background or merely a higher incidence of these particular
offenses.

14StatiBUcal Abstract

~t

p. 47.

TABLE IV
DISTlUBUTION OF RD:3PONDENTS

FROM BROKEN AND UliBROKEN HOMES
Number

Per cent

Original parents

31

41.3

Hother - step-father

11

22.1

Father - step-mother

1

9.3

J.lother only

12

16.0

Father only

3

4.0

Other

5

6.7

Total

75

100.0

Boy lives with

tion is only 25_2%:15 the almost doubled incidence in the present sample clearly
indicates that the (44;6) coming from broken homes) broken homes remain
portEmt contributing factor_

an 1m-

And a question of equal importance, hinted at be-

fore, is whether children are more delinquent in legally and physically broken
homes or in psychologically broken but legally and physically intact homes.
Since it was not to our purpose to elaborate on the relationship between family
structure and delinquent behavior but only to set up in more general terms the
framework within which religion influenced these delinquents, any further analysis of this and related points was omitted.

Parents who had not remarried after

the other's death· were excluded from the tabulation of broken homes in Table V,
so that both Tables IV and V must be taken together in order to interpret this
aSl"'l8ct of family composition.
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TABLE V
PRCP'(,RTION CF BOYS

IN ENTIRE

mo}!

BHOKEN HOMES

DELINQU~~NT

,family Status

SAMPLE

Number

Unbroken

31

Broken

24

One or both
parents deceased

20

Total

75

PEir cent

32.0

100.0

One more aspect of family structure remains to be analyzed before turning
•
to the various internal relationships which would have a bearing on the child's
religious orientation, viz., employed mothers.

In the general population almost

forty per cent of all women vlhose children are of school age are employed. 16
f~d

this proportion must be

e~;ected

to increase us the physical labor involved

in more jobs is reduced, and as household appliances, factory food processing,
and the standard of living increase.

~'hat

is not so certain, however, is what

precise effect a mother's employment has on her Children. 17
In the present study, the association between the employment of the mother
and the child's delinquency is above the national average (40';6 versus

l~he

53.3'~).

National Manpower Council, WomanPQwer (New York, 1957), p. 3.

17Seet Mirra KomarovskYt Women !!! ~he Modern World, (Boston, 1953); Harvey J.
Locke and Huriel Mackenprang t "Marital Adjustment and the Employed Wife." ilJ'S,
LIV (Hay, 1949), 536-38; Nye, pp. 5}-59. It is interesting also that the Gluecl~' do not consider this factor in their classic UnraveliHG Juvenile Delinlauenoy, nor is it included in Sheldon Glueck's ~ Problem 2! Delinguencl
I(Boston, 1959) nor in Block and Flynn's Deli~uency: ~ Juvenile Offender !a
America Today.
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TABU; VI

.eAnployment status
of mother

Number

Per cent

.hlroployeda

40

53.3

Not employed

35

46.7

Total

75

100.0

~ll time and part time are combined in this score.
Preliminary analysis indicated seven (9.~) were employed
part time and thirty-th.ree (44%) were employed full time.

It is not clear what this tells us.

Role theory, for instance, would lead us

to expect a number of consequences from such an attempt to balance these two
olea.

Confusion and conflict in the husband...,.,ife relationshiI) could be expect-

d as wife and husband adjust and readjust their duties, responsibilities, priileges.

The working mother in most cases cannot be expected to be home when

the children return from school, or perhaps even when they leave in the morning.
~'he

has less time both to help and to supervise her children.

Loss of direct

ontrol appears inevitable. and this would antioipate more frequent delinquent
ehavior.

But neither this study nor any other one known to the writer has

rought significant and sufficient evidenoe to test this hypothesis.
Turning now to some internal factors in the family structure. we can group
ost of the following observations and analyses under the rubric of parentdolescent relationships.

Until reoently, most social scientists who treated

f parent-child relationships were preoccupied with the attitudes of the parent
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toward the chUd, and the effect of this relationshil) on delinquent behavior.

18

Hut as l:ingsley Davis hus pointed out, in any heterogeneous, open-class society
like ours, the critioal evaluation of parents by adolescents can be expected. 19
The motivation for this eValuation lies in the crucial role tl1at the parent
plays in the life of the adolescent - meeting his need for food and clothing,
affeotion, and security; helping or hindering the adolescentfs adjustment to
his group, school, and the communi::y at large; determining his BOcio-economio
status; and equipping him with
outside the family.

Ii

set of attitudes and values for interaction

And the result of this eValuation process is the placement

of the parent on both specific and general attitude continua.
'TIle most general oValuation that the adolescent makes of his parents concerns whether or not they are happy.

The Glueoks have shown that marital ad-

justment of parents is much more closely related to delinquent behavior than is
the fact that the marriage involves original or subsequent marital partners.

20

,,!-,hua, one general approaoh has been that in a quarreling home the ohild foels
~

_

insecure beoause the home may be psychologically broken and his needs not me~
__ F

To test this, we asked two questions: the child's eValuation of the [jeneral
happiness of the home; the frequency of parental quarrelling; the data as shown

18Glueok and Glueok, Unrave11ns Juvenile ~lingueno:y;, pp. 1(J7, 115-16, 133;
II. C. 'Wilson, "Juvenile Delinquency in Cardiff, British ~ • .2! DelinquenClt IX
(19;8), 94-105; George E. Gardner, ·~S.paration of the Parents and the Jimotional
Life of the Child,n Mental liniene. XL (1956), 53-64; l-1. E. Bonney, "Parents as
the Makers of Social Deviates," Social Foroes, XX (1941). 77-87.
19Davis , "The Sociolo81 ot Parent-Youth Conflict," MR, V (August, 1940),
523-34. See also, i:. B. Reuter, rttrhe SocioloS-Y of AdoIe'Scenoe,lt MS. XLIII
(November, 1937). 414-2?
.
20Glueck and Glueck, Unraveliy Juvenile Deliaquenol, P.P- 123-25_

TABLE VII

'.rIlE: :aESZ;'ONDENTS' BVALUi.TION OF
'l"HEIR PArJmTS' MARITAL HAPPINESS

Nwnber

Per cent

Completely happy

2.5

33~3

Generally happy

33

44.0

Somewha t unhappy

12

16.0

Very unhappy

2

2.7

Do not know

:;

4.0

75

100.0

aa1),Piness

Hati~

Total

in Tables VII and VIII, however, fail to establish any association.

It is note-

worthy that Nye' e sample of' delinquents and non"'delinquents also showed. no significant association

~tween

delinquency and the general adolescent evaluations

of parental happiness and quarrelling.
Parental attitudes toward. and practices of discipline obviously constitute

an important element in the adolescent's evaluation of his parents.

2l

Since we

are considering family structure chiefly in its function of determining the context within which religion influences the adolescent (influence in the sense of
its being an agent of accial control and behavioral ref'erent), three dimensiou
were analyzed: the respondent' s description of' diSciplinary techniques, the
respondent' s eValuation of its fairness, and the extent to which the respondent
ascribes a relatiOnship of' religious sanctions or motivations to disciplinar1

2lG1ueck and Glueck, p. 113; C. Burt,

!!!!.

Ioup.g Delimuent (London, 1944).
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TABLE': VIII
P\RJ~NTAt '~UAC1:r:T.JnJG
THJ<~ Rl!~SPONDENTS f

';{EPORTED BY

Number

Per cent

Very often

10

13.3

Often

13

17.3

Seldom

35

46.7

Never

15

20.0

2

2.9

75

100.0

.Frequency of quarreling

Do

not know

Total
practices.

There has been considerable speculation concerning the most effective punishment techniques: these vary from nSparethe rod and spoil the dhildlf to admonitions against any punishment.

22

But from the vantage point of social con-

trol, there are no techniques believed tlmost effective. n

As Nye remarks: "I!

punishment is justly and appropriately al)plied it should have some deterrent
effect.

If its application is indiscriminate, its effects are likely to be ne-

22Elsworth Faris, for example, opposes all punishment as unnecessary, provided certain family relations are pres\.;nt (his pamphlet, Discipline ~Jithout
Punishment, Salt Lake City, 1952); a more moderate anti-punishment position has
been taken by Haurice Levine, PSlchotherapy 1ll Hedical. Practice (Hew Yorl,;:, 1944)
chapter 10; or again the hypothesis developed by Henry and Short that "loveorientated teChniques of discipline are associated with strong super-ego formation and high guilt while techniques of punishment not threatening loss of love
are associated \>lith inadequate super-ego formation and low &'1lilt. 1t (Andrew J!'.
Henry and James F. Short, Jr., Suicide and Homicide, Glencoe, 1954, Chapter
VII).
---
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TABLE IX
PARENTS' DISCIPLINA1U TECHNIQtb::S
1~

.aJi.::20aTillJ BY

~J?011.i1ii;NTd

Number

Per cent

Parent nags

16

21,,3

Fru.'::?Jn t scolds

23

30.7

Parent \'Jithdraws love

3

4.0

Parent useG corporal punishment

2

2.7

Parent doe sn t t punish but
discusses the matter

31

41.3

Total

75

100.0

Disciplinary teChnique

gative because of damage to the indirect controls exercised by the pat·ent. u23

Certa.inly the disciplinary atmosphere of the home is important in terms of religious influence.

:itor the moral imperatives and sanctions of th.e church are

not unlike the obligations set upon the adolescent by his parents: it is ex·

tremely unlikely that his reactions to one differ greatly from his reactions to
the other.

As indicated in Tables IX and X, the most frequently reported disciplinary
technique was scolding, the least frequent, corporal punishment; interesting,
though, was the number

(41~)

who reported that their parents seldom punished

them tmy more. but discussed their misbehavior with them.

With regard to the

delinquent's attitude to the tlfairness" ot their parents' disciplinary patterns.

the data showed that the majority ot boys felt that suoh discipline was usually

23Ny., p. 86.
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O;;;:[~I;l,$n:1'!T3 t

'tN ALUATION OF ! AI1i:ir.tJ t
DWClPl"DhRt PRAJJfICG$,

Per cant

flumbe..

Purliahl3flent

. ~"

Alwqs fair

32

42.1

Usual.ly fair

)0

40.0

10

1'.';

.3

4.0

15

100.0

....

Sometimes fair or
Mldem fat..

Neyer fair
'l'-'tal

that deliaq_acy 1a

~t"

with oorpoNl. pW$1....., teclmiqu.ea;

10'IIr4 tM.t the delinquent felt tbat

or 10'l'fhJ

~ork1_

~ntal

disoipline s1p1f1ed a

. . the aup,oaitloa thftt. .tI'iat d1acipl1_ ie ..

.1'

\'UIW

it

w1th~wa1

o~tal.Uo

of .ft..tt..... parental OOJI,wol . . . lane as 1t 1...ntvced a&tqutol1 w1ibGut. be-

ooming a ERibaUtut. tor ethel"
~lal

:1. . and.

t,.,.. of coatl'Ol. 1

t ca 'be 1atenod tbat dirMt.

.atrol of t.tta. d.eUaqu-.a'ta wu aot ev10t amlBQ.t .tt..Uv...

tud.ll 41. . . . . . . .

!.,

c..~Wal,. tile le. at...

tOl'l1e

&0014-

of lOuwel. _d

ai.II.M '7~ of the a.4ol.eocent& repGrt thi$ as the Ulf\lal d,1eclpliQaI'J techBiq,.:uet

tbat .1thel' pUAt.. . .at was .08:\1\u'"
\1"01 . . . . . . .ftll), ineft••UYe.
oatl••

ot

\)~ IUWthU'

tJ-pe of oontl"Ol

01'

tb.ut

OOft-

ii:i.l1Ce the "18 bad Men tliutituUOIUiliMdu be-

do11aq_ni behanor. the 1at.ranee of :i.lsllttfeot.1•• 4150ipliANl'1 ooaW:ol

a..- just-itM4.

PARENT3' ,T1F::LIGIOUS WY£IVA'rION IN DISCIPLINE
AS i!.'V.ALUA'J!EJ) BY RiSPONDENTS

Parents usc of relig~ous
motivation is discipline

Number

Per cent

Always used religious motivation

16

21·3

Usually used religious motivation

25

33.3

Seldom used religious motivation

17

22.7

Never used religious motivation

1.7

22.7

7S

:tOO. 0

.

. Total

tion to religious .otiYation, yi•• , when correotina or punishing did the parents
tell the adolescent that what he did was a ain or that God was offended?

Here

too, the eyidenoe was ineonclusive. as it was in considering the element of
fairness.
Cl08ely allied with disciplinary patterns is the parents' attitude toward
adolesoent freedom, and the adolescents' reactions to this attitude.

The a-

mount of freedom allowed b1 parents was explored in three items: choice of coapaniOJ18. the time the boy was expected to be home at night, and church attend-

ance.

The importance of inyestigating the delinquent's attitude toward his

parents' control on his freedom 1. that it should reflect the adolesoent's
general peroeption ot the role these items play in meeting his needs.
Regarding regulations On curfew and church attendance, the parents left
little doubt in their children's minds as to what their attitudes were; this i8
also true about choice of companions. although the data show slightly more leniency here 'l~ ".eldom" reports as opposed. to 4% and 2.8% "seldomU answers

Tlw~

DZ,-)C1U2i.'ION 0-::

XII

])~::Ln-IQU3NT;:

t

.:.1,!oml"X 01" I'lt.::B:>OM

P::ill-mIT'rED BY PARENTS

Always

Regu.lationa
em

No.

%

No.

Never

Seldom

Usually

No.

%

~f,

No.

%

Curfew

l.o

53.'

30

40 .. 0

3

4.0

2.

2.7

Choice ot
companions

41

54.7

17

22..7

14

8.7

3

4.0

Attending
church

5b

66.7

19

25.3

3

4.0

,;

4.0

Total (avg.)

F

58.2.

8.,

29.'

,.6

about curfew and church attendance replat1one) .. (¥ith the exception ot parental
regu.lat1on on companions, the delinquents showed a
to curtew and church attendance regulationS)

gen~ally

favorable reaction

It can be concluded that the

adolescent feels much more opposition to parental interference in his choice of
companions than in the other two areas, aDd it is significant that in this same
category the parents' attitudes are less strict than in the others.

Pro-atti-

tudes regarding church attendance are strongest in both parents and adolescents.
Two obseX'Yattons co be ma.de about these results.

First, given the double

difference in the attitude of the delinquents and the parental regulations regax-ding companiou. on the one hand, and curfew and church attendance on the
other, plus the fact that the actual church attendance of parents and adolescents are not consistent with their attitudes on the subject, the hypothesis
begins to emerge that freedom in choice of companions is perceived by the adolescent to be tar more important and restriction more distasteful than regula-

r:a:;

D~L:N~lL::NT::;'

'ro\~·i\.::D

Attitude toward
freedom perm:i.tted

Completely

NILr:'l'UD£S

F'lllili:lX.lJ: .piillU'l'rl:.:!)

Mostly agree

8.Kl Q4t

No.

%

No.

;;6

Hostly
Dinagree
No.
%

Completely
Dis<~e

No.

%

Curfew

22

29.3

35

46.7

16

21.3

2

2.7

Choice of
companions

13

17·3

32

42.7

23

30.7

7

7.3

Attending
church

37

49.3

28

'7.5

1

1.3

9

12.0

Total (avg.)

31.9

tions regarding curfew and church attendance.

42.2

17.8

7.0

The fact that there is a legal
r

curfew would seem to give more reason for the adolescent's willingness to cooperate with his parents' curfew. Both these factors plus the actual church
attendance reported24 lead to the conclusion that for the adolescent, church
attendance might be considered. verbally important, but actually less important
in meeting his present needs.

Second, given the more critical reaction to com-

panion-restriction aDd the parallel attitude on the part of the parants (more
lenient than in the other two categories), plus the conclusion from our previous analysis of discipline patterns, a significant structural element within
these families is beginning to appear: ineffective control.
The data do not allow, however, any overstressing of this element, since

24

Cf. Chapter V.
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close control is frequently not possible during adolescence, nor necessarily as
effective as indirect, internal control.

For the adolescent is entering new

territor"t as has already been noted; landmarks are few.

Such a situation re-

quires sufficient freedom to allow for adaptation and solution to these difficult problems.

For of the thirt,. cases who nmo.tly" or "completely" disagreed

with their parents' regulations

Ol'l

companions, only eleven reported that their

parents "a1w83'." or "usuallylt interfered in their choice of companions, while
of the ten who Umostly" or tlcompletely" disagreed as regards church attendance
regulations, eight reported that the parents "always" or "usually" insisted on
attending churc::h.
~h.

All of which supports the above obaervations.

last item for analysis in investigating the internal structure of the

family is the delinquentts evaluation of his parents' knowledge of religion.
Two tests were made: one on the delinquents' eValuation of their parents' knowledge of religion, the other on the frequency of religious discussion with their
parents.

With regard to the parents' knowledge of religion. thirty-nine (5a)

of the boys felt that their parents knew a good deal about religion, thirty-one
(41%) felt they knew a little, three (4%) felt they knew nothing, and two did
not know how much their parents knew about religion.

It was to be expected that

the mother would be more approachable for religious discussion than the father.
In the case of the mother, forty-six (61%) felt that if they wanted help on religion they could talk it over with her very easily, nineteen
easily, ten (13%) not at all.

(25~)

not so

For the father, tventy felt they could talk over

religious problems very easily with him (27;'), twenty-five (33%) not so easily.
and thirty

(4~)

not at all.

The interviews revealed that these attitudes pointed not so much to an

evaluation of the parents' approachability on religious matters, as to a general
reticence to talk about religion at all; a significant number remarked, in addition. that they could not think of any time they had in the past or .,ould in the
future have any questions about religion.

As far
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the general approachability

of the parents was concerned, other questions revealed that if given the opportunity, only twenty-nine (3%) of the boys would enjoy being home for an eVening with their parents, while thirty-four (45'~) would not care either way and

twelve (lGfo) would positively dislike it.

Along with that, thirty-seven

(49~)

would enjoy going to the movies or ball game with their fathers. while eighteen
(24%) would not care either way and twenty
Forty-five of the boys

(60~)t

(27~)

would not want it at all.

however. would very much enjoy going to the mov-

ies with his mother, twenty-four (3256) would not care either way, and only six

(8%) would not like to do so.
f3U~1MARY

AND CONCLUSIOrtS

The entire preceding analysis has shown that the majority of the delinquents studied came from the lower socia-economic strata. and were either the
youngest child or the intermediate in a medium-size family.

The theory that

there is a close association between physically or legally broken homes and
delinquency was supported not by the incidence of these within the sample coming from broken homes. but by the almost doubled proportion of broken homes as

compared with the national average.

The number of employed mothers within the

present sample was also higher than the national average.
On the level of internal familial relations, the delinquents considered
their parents to be generally happy, fair in their regulations and disciplines
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(with the exception of those pertaining to choice of companions).

Correlative-

ly, the parents' regulations on companions were less strict than those on curtew and church attendance (although, actual church attendance of both parents
and children are inconsistent with their reported. attitude).

Information,

advice. and. companionship of parents was viewed primarily as facilitating the
satisfaction of the delinquent' s needs; the data reveal that there was little
\

consultation of the parents about religious _tterst althQUgh the delinqUtltnts
thought that their parents generally knew SOMth1n.S about religion.

The rea-

son appears to be that the delinquent rarel1 thought about religion or when he
did he did not teel that there was aD1 need to qustloa or discuss the matter.
Moreover. about half of the boys did. act especially relish the idea of SfAtnd-

ins

an evening at home with their parents; more would have liked to go to the

movies with their mothers than to the movies or ball game with their fathers.
Most of these concluaions. aa indicated. do support existing theory 08
tamily relationship and delinque807.
familial relationahips moves

a~

In geMral, the direotioa ot the reported.

from the more startling and dis functional to

the behavior patterns ot the "normal" family_
80Cial

For instance, recent studies in

class differences in family structure are beginning to give us a rather

elaborate profile of the middle-class and lower-class families.

The faot that

the delinquents of this sample displa, an unmistakable loyalty to their parents.
even in extreme conditiona, reflect their parents' values yet at the same time
show less intimacy and apparent cohesiveness in their relations with their ta~ilies;

the fact that their social groups are not so closely supervised by

their parents or that there is mor:) distance between the adolescent and his ta-
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thor than with his mother are all supported by these tindingS.25 Any generali.
zations concerning child-rearing and family relations in terms of an entire
social class, however, is dangerous.

As Havinghurst and Davis have commented,

any number of other factors such as cultural differences, religious differences,
nationality background and different occupational groups are equallY' important
variables that must be considered and analyzed before aD1 effective and accurate inference can be drawn.

26 Moreover, the present study has investigated

only the deltnquents' eValuation of such items as parental attitudes toward
discipline, marital happiness. etc .. and not the attitudes or happiness themselves.

One must not ignore the crucial difference that lies between objective

fact and the respondents' evalUation of a particular fact, especially in the
interview situation.
This chapter has presented background information for the study of the religious orientation of these delinquents.
its~influence

Religion is helped or hindered in

by these socie-economic and family factors; it cannot be indif-

ferent to them.

Some of the more evident conclusions we have suggested above.

25':;eo Allison Davis and Robert J. Havinghurat, Father of the Han (doaton,
1947); Davis. lIS·ocialization and Adolescent Personality, 1t1nT. M7"Ne\icomb and
E. L. Hartley, ad. HeadinGS .!!! Social PS,lcholoQ (New York, 191.7); Carson
McGuire, "Family Life in Lower and Middle Class llomes," Marriage ~ ramil;!;
Livm. XIV (1952), 1-6; ti;leanor B. Maccoby and Patricia K. Gibbs, "Hethods of
Child Rearing ill Two Social Classes,!! in Readipgs ~ ~ Development, ed. ~I.
li:. Martin and C. B. Stendler (New York, 1951+); bernard Barber, Sooial .::itrati:f'ication (New York, 1957), pp. 26'1-280.
26HaVinghurot and Davis, HA Comparison of the Chicago and Harvard Studies of
Social Class Differences in Child Hearing," ASR, XX (1955). 438-42.

-
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Other inferences will be drawn as the analysis proceeds.

CHAPl';,m I V

O'l'HER ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

The structure of the family in terms of its composition. internal relations, and socio-economic class constituted the matter of the previous chapter.
'!'hree other environmental factors remain to be considered before turning our
attention to the more direct forms of religious orientation: school attendance,
residential mobility, and gang affiliation.
The type of school we are concerned with here is the Catholic parochial
school.

The reason is obvious: Catholic boys made up the sample, Catholics

are expected as far as is possible to send their children to the Catholic
school. and the focus of attention in this study is religious orientation.

Now

the primary function of the Catholic school is twofold: educational and religious formation.

It imparts knowledge, intellectual and reasoning skills; in

addition it imparts knowledge of the faith, the workings of religious truths
in everyday life, and the relationship of one t s life to one's religion.

Cer-

tainly the school is eecondary to the family, and it is limited in its function
to certain types of formal procedures usually applied in mass fashion.

As such

it may be of only slight assistance in helping a child to overcome his emotional and behavioral problems.

But one should not underestimate its influence.

It is here that the child must meet the test of acceptance by his peers and the
test of competition before people who, unlike his parents, are not biased in his
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favor.
Fast research has clearly demonstrated that school maladjustment - ranging
from attention-seeking misbehavior to truancy and vandaliOO'l - is a frequent precursor of more serious delinquency.l

In the present study, however, we were

not concerned with the adolescent's general school attitudes and behavior, but
in the amount of Catholic school training he bad received and the effect this
training apparently had on his religious attitudes and behavior.
The data reveal that fifty-three boys (71%) had received some formal Catholic school education; but sixty-two (8~~) had received some public school education.

The breakdown of these gross figures is given in Tables XIV and XV.

~rom the distribution of schools attended it can be seen that

67% of the delin-

quents attended a total of from three to five schools, while of these
attended from noae to two Catholic sChOo~~)

70%

had

Carrying the analysis further,

the average number of years in attendance at a Catholic school for the entire
sample was 3i2 years, and this usually in the primary grades.
,

Consequently,

the formal Catholic education ot the adolescents studied was slight.

Thus it

must be assuaed that whatever formal training they received in religious matters came from tbe home priIBarUy, trom the religion taught in the :primary
grades, trem a8l'1lJOns in Church, and from released-time cateohiem lessons.

Re-

garding these catechism lessons, of the sixty-two boys claiming sOlIe publio

school attendaaoe, thirty-three (5';> reported that they always were released

and attended the catechism lessons, JUne (14.5%) reported tbey usually attended,

15... for instance, Glueck &- Glueck, Unraveling Juvenile .Delip.quencz. pp.
!!!9. lli School (New York, 1945).
Edward H. Stullken, "The Sohools and the i);linquency Problem,f1
QE! .. .!!••
CriminoloQ. !.!'!9 Police SerTic!, XLIII (1953). 567-74.

13.5-54. W. C. Kvaraceus .. Juverp..le De}.i!!9uenc;r

t.
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TABLE XIV

DEGRSS OF

CA~OLIC

EDUCATION

REPORTJiD BY R~PONDJS:NTS

Nwnber ot
Schools attended

Catholic schools
Number

Per cent

None

17

23

Ou

26

35

Two

9

13

Three

13

17

Four

6

8

Five

'+

5.5

More than five

0

0

75

99.5

Total

tive (8%) seldom. and titteen (24.2%) neyer went.
The tact that the largest number ot delinquents reported attendance at be-.
tween two and tour schools leads to the question ot the effect ot residential
bUity on delinquency_

Was the change ot schools due to study or behavior

problems or to a problem ot mobility? The tact that 29 (39}6) of the boys reported that they had never been placed on school probation or expelled from
school and thirty-nine <,52%) report one or two

suchocc~rrence.

led to the sus-

picion that residential mobility might play a significant part in the lives ot
these adolescents.

It must be assumed that residential mobility decreases in-

direct controls exercised by the adolescent's peer group as well as by adults

'rABLE XV
TOTAL NUMBER OJ' SCHOOLS AT'.rmn)ED

BY THE RESP0NDENTS

r'

Number of
schools attended

Total Number of Schools
Number

Per cent

,

8

Two

10

13

Three

20

21

Four

17

23

13

17

9

12

75

100

None

One

Five

0

0

-

More than five
Total

...

outside the home. We should point out, however, following Nye's observation,
that there is a distinction Ulletween the adolescent who exp,cts to be continually mobile and the .one who regards the new community as a new home. 11 2

'l'he

,

latter would seem to be receptive to the controls within the new community•

.

Also, the mobility
may possessa.dvantages for others, fO,r a new community," to
.
, .

,

a degree, affords another opportunity'to the adolescent who has found himself
in an unpleasant situation.

-'NY.,

But these advantages would seem to be limited by

p. 62. See also Walter Reckless and M. Smith, Juvenile Delinguen51
York, 1932), p. 137; P. A. Sorokin, Social Mobility (New ~ark, 1927'.
Chapter I.
(New
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the fact that the individual normally approaches the new situation with the same
attitudes and behavior patterns, the same frame of reference.
The postulated loss in social control suggests, then, that somewhat more
delinquency should occ,ur among residentially mobile adolescents.

Our data in-

dicate a foundation for thie postulated association in tbat fifteen boys (20~)
reported that they had attended school in one community, thirty-five (47%) reported attendance in two to four communities, and twenty-five (33/6) reported
five or more communities.

'l'here is little doubt that the group under study

was a mobile group; but there is no indication whether the effects of this
mobility were similar or whether the relationship between delinquency and

m0-

bility might be explained by differences other than, but related to mobility.
Gang affiliation presents a different pioture.

There bas long been a

fascination about teen-agers who form groupe which challenge sooiety.

And

popular interest is manifested by the avid consumption of hishly dramatized
articles on sang life and sang warfare.

But scientifically there is a problem

to be solved: how can we account for those youngsters who seemingly make fine
80Cial

adjustment among their peers, yet get in trouble with the larger social

organizatiou?

W. C. Kvaraceus found, for instance, that of a group of 761 de-

linq,uenta referred to the Children'lS Bureau of the Pusaic Board of Education
only

2~

of the boys and

,~

of the girls engaged in solitary misdemeanors.

Similar studies have shown similar findings.'
There would bave been no purpose served in the present study by investigating in great detail the problem of gang affiliation.

96.

It was judged sufficient

3Kvaraceus, Juvenile Deli!Quem ~ !!!. School (New York, 1945) t pp.
See also Wattenberg and Balistrieri t pp. 74&:48.

94-
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to discover the amount of solitary and group misdemeanors and the affiliation
with any recognized recreational activity.

With regard to the first category,

the data showed unmistakable association between delinquency and gang-affiliation (there was no distinction made in the study between a loosely organized
elaboratel, formalized gang organisation) thus supporting the

gang and

aD

theory.

Ouly eight Doys (11%) reported solitary delinquency, half of them in-

stitutionalized for running away from ho.e.
The only recreational activity tested was that of the parish teen-age club.

flere forty-nine boys (6",) did not belong to or attend the teen-age club.

The

twenty...six (,,,,,) who did belong included el.T.n (l,;i) who reported attending
every week, twelye (16%)

who

attended once or twice a month. and three (4%) who

attended Ol'1Ce or twice a year.

The interviews indicated that very few of the

boys belonged to a:tly other organised recreational activit,..
Wattenberg and Balistrieri found that those boys who belonged to gangs
d:U'fered from non-gang memb ers in showing evideaoe of coming from usy-going
hOlUS and living in seeie-ecollOllicall7 low neighborhoods.

Bere. too, although

no absolute oonclusion can be drawn from the present stu41. our research has
tended to substantiate the.e tin41nss.
It ma,. De sai4. therefore, that in the present sample, three other environ-

mental faotors have come under consideration. <!he group as a whole had attended between two and four sohools, had a low amount of Catholio parochial school
education, was characterized by fluid residential mobility, and their delinquency was gang-affil::1.ated rather than 8011tarj)

When we add these elements to

those described in the preceding chapter we begin to get a rather consistent
picture of environmental characteristics which are certainly undramatic and
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could seelll to be disappointing.

However, the supposition underlying tl'l,is en-

tire study is that we are dealing with socio-cultural and not

psych~atric

de-

linquency, that most delinquents are clinically normal people, and that their
delinquency arises as the solution to a problem of tension and adjustment to
the conflicting pressures from the gang, the family, and the larger society.
Delinquency, in other words. is the result of a process of interaction and must
be explained in terms of this interaotion, with its particular set of sooial
controls and learning prooesses.

It is, in overall

culture, society, and sooio-cultural experience.

8WIU1'l&ry,

a phenomenon of

Members of the several social

classes are socialized, but there is different content in the socialization
which makes delinquency a more aoceptable solution to problems than lawfulness.
In this sense, then, delinquency is not a. negative thing.

It is not the result

of the breakdown of society, nor of the failure to curb criminal instinots, nor
of the failure of the family, the chUrch, the SCh001.

4

The same set of con-

cepta, the same social processes, and the same set of logical assumptions account both for delinquency and lawfulness.

Seen from this point ot view the en-

virODmental fa.ctors presented so far take on meaning.

It remains to indicate

whether or not the more direct manifestations of religious orientation continue
to verify such a trame of reference.

"We do not wieb by this point to deny the "negative polarity" ot delinquency stressed both by Cohen and particularly by Yinger (J .. MUton Yinger, "Contraculture and Subculture,tt ~t XXV. October 1960, p. 632). Ra.ther, we are
holding the position that despite definite negative characteristics, delinquency is essentially a positive result of social. interaction. For an example of
the overemphasis of the positive to the denial of the negative, however, see
Frank Hartuag'e review of COhenfs book, ~, XX (December 1955), 752.

RELIGIOUS WORSHIP AND Bi."LIEF

'fhe Catholic religion i5 not a system which automatically enforces compliance with its principles; it is not a charm or a spell whose mere contact or
label necessarily evokes response to its constructive potentialities.

Just like

other religions, it is of no efficacy to a man unless he himself becomes imbued
with its principles and decides to make it a

gover~g

force in his life.

It

employs supernatural authority. numerou.s professional personnel; and in.sof'ar as
it is part of' the general Christian framework within a generally Ohristian soI

ciety, Catholicism employs the general sanction of society.

It strives to keep

each person within the rules and regulations of society and in this way facil1tates and oontributes to social oontrol. even though this is not its principal
function in society.
In addition. however. the Catholic religion professes specific doctrines
of love of God and of onets fellow men. merit for good actions and punishment
for bad, and

proto~d

bonds of union with God, especially through the Mass, the

Holy Eucharist, and the rest of the sacramental system.

These would be expect-

ed not .uently'to inhibit destructive 1.;;pulses, but to set up positive norms for
social and personal living as vell.

Adolescent needs, moreover, are at least

partially !Det within formal and informal church groups.
One of the principal ways in which the Catholic exercises his religious
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worship and belief is by church attendance. Regular attendance, then, is not
merely a type of conventional behavior related to general acceptance of the
mores (either of the Catholic or the larger Ghr:l.stian com:;;unity), but is an indicator of the Catholic's fundamental attitude to his religion.

Not only does

he sin seriously by failing to attend Church every Sunday; he has been taught
that the Mass is the groatest act of worship possible to man, the act most acceptable to God.

Hence, to Itmiss Mass" is to pass by his greatest opportunity

to worship God, and by putting himself in the state of serious sin, the Catholic forfeits the right to efficaciously partioipate both in the ltass and in the
other sacramenta.
For adolescents, however, re,ular ohuroh attendanoe is probably most directly related to their general conforming behavior.

Parents and adult asso-

ciates provide the conforming models in this instance and whatever control is
exercised by parents in church attendance is in a conforming direction.

Parent

attendance, then, is undoubtedly related to adolescent attendance.
As is indicated in Tables XVI and XVII, attendance both by parents and by
adolescents is related to delinquent behavior.

For parents, it was decided to

inquire about church attendance in general. Catholic or non-Catholic, rather
than differentiate between Catholics and non-Catholics.

Sinee the supposition

was that in their attendance or non-attendance at church parents acted chiefly
as conform1ty-models, regular Church attendance of any kind would achieve the
same result.
mothers and

The majority of the parents, however, were Catholic
67~

of the fathers).

(~6

of the

For adolescents, there appear to be only two

meaningful patterns of attendance: regular and non-regular attendance.

The pre-

cise meaning of these categories is that regular church attendance for the
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TABLE XVI

PARENTAL CHURCH ATTENDANCE
AS SE:EN BY THE RESPONDENTS

Mothers

Fathers

Church Attendanoe
Number

Per cent

Number

Per cent

8

10.7

19

25.3

Once or twice a year

11

14.7

13

17.3

Once or twice a month

20

26 .. 7

2l

28.0

Every Sunday

36

48.0

22

29.3

Total

75

100.1

75

99.9

None

Catholic

adolesc.~t

means weekly (Sunday) attendance.

would be uirregular,,"
religions.

Anything less than this

Such a criterion obviously would be different for other

From Table XVII there appears to be little association between

Church attendance and delinquent behavior, with thirty-nine boy8 (521') reportins regular attendance, and thirty-six (48%) reporting irregular attendance.

Parents in this instance were shown to be less regular than their children. as
18 apparent from Table XVII, with sixty-one per cent of the parents reported
as attending irregularly

~

thirty-nine per cent attending regularly.

It is clear from Table XVI alone tbat parents did not offer the adole8-

cents conforming models tor regular 4hurch attendance.

And since whatever con-

trol 1s exercised by parents in this area is by a conforming direction, litt.le
actual control was provided. Cfhi8 is, moreover, in sharp contrast to the reported attitudes of parents to church attendance expressed in the previous chap-

tel".

It is surprising, then, that the children should report themselves to be
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TABLE XVII
PSR.S.ONAL CHURCH AT'I'c.'NDANCE

Hi:i:PORT£D 31 THZ

RESPOND~TS

Nwnber

Per cent

None

9

12.0

Once or twice a year

6

8.0

Once or twice a month

21

28.0

Every Sunday

39

Total

75

Church Attendance Frequency

more church-going than their parent.i~
The association between church participation and delillquent behavior would,
of course, be anticipated from

tl~ory.

1

And even though more of the delin-

quants live up to Catholic obligations on church attendance, this doee not imply that a 52%-48% ratio is no worse than the pattern which would be revealed
for Catholic adolescents in general.

More immediately crucial would be the

question: have the values generated in the adolescent by his parents' regulations on church attendance stronger influence over him than his k16.rent· s conduct,'

If sucl. were the case. it would a-eem that comn'litment to these values

would have to be strengthened from another source if they were going to withstand conflioting pressures.

In this connection, we find that of the thirty-

nine delinquents (52%) who attended church weekly, 6,;'.b have parents who were

lSee N".t p. 35-6, Block ad 1'11M, pp. 228-232. Wattenberg and Balistrteri.
pp.

7t,.~45.
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'fABLE XVIII
THE

lt~SPOND.li.:NTS'

R!OC:EPTION OF TKE EUCHARIST

Frequenoy of reception

Number

Per cent

None

16

21,3

Once or twice a year

15

20,0

Once or twice a month

29

38.7

£'very Sunday

15

20.0

Total

75

100.0

equally faithful to their obligations; while of the fifteen delinquents who
seldom or never attended church, only five of them had parents who set this example.

In both instances, however, the values of the parents regarding regular

Churoh attendance as reported by the delinquents were oonsiderably higher: 91%
and

82~

respectively_

Second only to ohurch attendance as a basic indicator of religious worship
and belief is the reception of Holy Communion.

T11is is not to undermine the

obviously significant factor of keeping the Commandments; this element will be
taken up in the following chapter in more detail.

But here our interest focus-

es what might be termed the b asie Catholic manifestations of what we have already called one's ·'experience of God. 1t

The data in '.cable XVIII reveal a sur-

prising relationship between reported reception of HolySucharist and delinquency.

Forty-four

boy~

<58.7%)

reported that they received Holy Communion at

least once or twice a month.
In general, a lower frequency of Eucharist-reception was expeoted.

If the

majority of parents were not regular ohuroh-goers, they would perhaps be fre-

quently unable to receive Holy Communion. thus depriving the adolescent with
a conforming model.

Also, frequent communion, although recommended is not de-

manded by the Catholic Church, whereas

re6~lar

church attendance is.

Oonse-

quently, there is hardly any direct religious control involved in the reception
of the

~uchari8tt

and as other studies have shown, the normal communion frequen-

oy among practicing Catholic is generally less than their attendance at Haas.

2

Cit is striking, then, that the delinquent's pattern of reception should be so
higli~

Another prime indicator of the delinquent's worship and belief is his pattern of prayer, specifioally private prayer.

·tprayer in this wide sense fOf

every ldnd of inward commu.nion or oonversation with Goy
James. tlis the very soul and essence of religion.,,3

• It remarks William

Prayer, in other 'Words, is

religion in aot, that is ttsomething is transaoting" between the soul and its
God.

Of the sample studied, only two boys (2.7%) reported that they never
prayed; twenty-seven

<3&;6) that they prayed seldom, and thirty

(40;'6) often.

It

would appear, then. that the majority of boys fluotuated between praying often
and seldom and so ranged thellselYes about the middle of the continuum.

In

terms of religious values. however, mere indioation of praying patterns need
only imply minimal commitment to religion, so that in this matter it is neces-

2Yor example, Joseph a. Schuyler, S.J., Northern Parish (Chioago, 1960).
pp. 197-215. 230; or ,'ichter, liThe ~larginal Catholic,lt Sooial Yorces. XXXII
(1953), 167-73.
3William James.
351.

!!!!

Varieties

£! Re11.gi,ous Experienoe, (London, 1928)

p.
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TABLE

xn

PURPOSE OF PRAYBR
ASU.Nl)i,!;Ri.i~OOD

ill

~rol\D::;WTS

Number

Per cent

Help and guidance

43

57.3

i'ergiveneS$

14

18.7

Reasons tor praying

/

6

8.0

Don't know

10

13.3

Do not pray

2

2.7

75

100.0

To get out of trouble

Total
sary to ask people why they do what they
cause of necessity that these boys

pr~

,~;'

do.~ Cis it merely out of habit or beIn some instances their motives may

be natural, and it could well be that this is the case more often than they suspect.

As indicated in Table XIX, the reason given by most of the boys who

prayed was the need they felt for help and guiance.

The second choice, lag-

ging a good bit behind the first, was the desire for forgiveness.
(9.Y,~)

Seven boys

mentioned the motive of giving thanks, but since this was included with

one of the other categories in their replies (the question was not structured,
but open end), it is not listed separately in the table.
As would be expected, more boys prayed more since they had gotten into

4Fer the importance of this on a larger scale, see Fichter, Southern
Parish, pp. 2-3, Schuyler, tfReligioua Behavior in Northern Parish: It Study in
Motivating Values," ACSR, XIX (June 19.58), 134-44, Will Herberg, Protestant..
Catholic~ (New Yo~1955), pp_ 14-15. 276.
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trouble than before: forty-feur

(59~)

said they prayed more often than before,

eight said they prayed leas (11%), and twenty-three (31%) reported no change.
To test the intensity of the delinquent's experience of prayer, the question
was asked whether they ever made up their own prayers, ever just '*tal.ked thiaga
over" with God.

Consistently, two boys reported th"t they never pra.yed, so

here obviously they never made up their own prayers.

Of the remainder, sixteen

reported that they often made up their own prayers (21%), thirty-five

(4?;~)

plied that they sometimes did, and twenty-two (29;6) said they never did.

re-

Again.

in accordance with what was expected, forty-four boys reported that they had
learned to pray from their parents (59)6), twenty-six (,34.3%) said that the nuns
and priests at school and church had taught them and not their parents, and
five (6.~) reported that no one bad taught them.
home

(5~)

The number not taught at

which vould support the characteristic beginning to emerge that the

parents felt strongly that their children should go to church on Sundays, but
this was practically all they thought about religiously_

sa_

to

~ittle

else would

explain the deficient amount of Catholic education as well as th.e poor

example of ch.urch attendance that the parents set for the

adolescent~
./

Certainly at the root of one's prayer life is the particular concept the
individual has of God.

For the ,oUAi person of sixteen ,ears, for example.

Gesell, Jlg, and Ames found that "Sixteen shows belief in a divinity more than
at any preceding age.
greater than man.
than earlier.

The great majority ••• believe in some sort of power

But the Deity is conceived as being leas human-like in form

Some define God simply as Ba spirit," but the largest number

give a more complex definition, involving some kind of power, force, feeling.
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TABLE XX

RSCOONrI'ION OF GOD A.S A

Pl~;RSON

BY 'tHE ru:SPONDEN'l'S

Delinquents·
responses

Number

Per cent

Nwnber

Per cent

Completely agree

19

25.3

30

40.0

Mostly agree

12

16.0

27

36.0

8

10.7

12

16.0

Completely disagree

36

48.0

6

8.0

Total

75

100.0

75

100.0

f-.iostly disagree

~en Christ died on Calvary. He did not really die for me persor.ally, but
for all men. In other words. I didntt mean anything special to Him then. Do
you: (1) Completely agree
(2) Mostly agree_ (3) Mostly disagree_ _
(4) Completely disagree
..?
b

Jesus Christ knows you by name. Do you: (1) Completely agree
(3) Mostly di~ee ,
(4) Completely disa-gr-e-e-

(2) t40stly agree

I

'intangible Bei.ng.' or 'something eternal.",5

'1

Since the preliminary pilot stu ...

dy revealed that a dir(;ct question about the delinquents' "col'lCept of God!! was
too ambiguous and misleading to require an answer in writing, the question was
asked in the interview.
and Ames.

Our findings square exactly with those of Gesell, Ilg,

None of the boys in the sample came up with the initial idea of God

as a Person or as One who is personally interested in them individually.
This personal notion of God was touched upon in several other questions,
as Table XX &10WS, but the answers remained substantially the same.

,

Gesell, 11g, and lunes, p.

502.

These find-
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ings were not expected. for when confronted with a specific and structured
question, the Catholic should respond favorably and spontaneously to the personal notion of God.

Such a concept is stressed continually in the literature as

well as in tr1C dogma of the faith, it i8 included in the Catechism series used
in the grammar schools. and in the sermon schedules of the Archdiocese.

What

did seem important. also. was the absence of this notion when the adolescent
was faced with an open-end question in the interview.

Even when the notion was

put before the delinquent about the personal concern of God for his well-being
and behavior, it was obvious to the investigator that this had little
significance.

Ol~rative

The idea seemed never to tail to catch the delinquent's atteft-

tion and leave an impression, causing the researcher to wonder how fully this
idea had been presented to the boy betore.
~ to this point we have been cousidering Bome basic indicators of the de-

linquent's belie! and worship, namely, church attendance, reception of Holy
Communion, and personal prayer.

One

might q,U8st1on, then, what precisely were

the attitud.s of the group on these topics as related to their practice!j

This

factor will be more thorougiuy investigated in the following chapter, so we
will limit analysis to the three items discussed so far in the present chapter.
The data indicate that while fifty-two per cent of the delinquents attended church e..ery Sunda1, fifty-seven per cent (forty-three boys) felt stro.ngly
that they should attend every SundaJ and twenty-one per cent (sixteen boys)
felt they should attend, but did not show such a strong attitude in this regard.

Six boys (8%) did not think the,. should attend every Sunday and ten (13%)

were not sure what they should do.
The frequency of receiving Holy Communion was lower than Mass attendance.
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THE

.Expressed
attitude

R~::;I'OND3::l:f"l'S'

ATTlTUu;;;S TOw AHD 'TF..h: EUCHARIST

Importance of the Eucharist

l

... I'1.e £2
He

Number

Per cent

r;umber

Per cent

8

10.1

51

68 .. 0

Mostly agree

10

13,3

17

22.7

Mostly disagree

20

26.7

4

5.3

Completely disagree

31

It-9.:;

:;

4~o

Total

75

100.0

75

100.0

Completely agree

150me people say that it is not too important to go to Holy Communion. Do
you; (1) Completely agree
(2) Mostly agree
(,) Mostly diaagree_ _
(4) Completely disagree
?
2Some people think that Christ is in the Blessed Sacrament. Do you:
(1) Completely agree
(2) Mostly &&ree
t~) Mostly d1sagree_ _
(4) Completely disagree
?

Similarly, the attitude about the importance of Holy Communion was not as
strong as the attitude on Church attendance, even though, as seen in Table XXI,
the majority of the boys believed that Christ was actually present in the Euohar1st.

Consequently, the attitudes manifested regarding church at'tendance,

reception of the Eucharist and belief' in the presence of Christ in the

~cha-

rist was entirely consistent with the behavior practices in these same areas,
the only striking relation be1.ng the disparity between belief in the illuchariat
and the boys' attitudes to\l.1ard its importance in their lives as indicated by
their actual behavior.
Closely allied in Catholic teaching and behavior to the reception of' Holy
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Communion is the practice of Confession.

Confession is the normal and frequent-

ly necessary preparation for receiving the Eucharist.

Consequently, one would

expeot a olose relation between the delinquent's attitude toward Confession and
his attitude toward and praotioe of receiving Communion.
ty-soven boys

(4~)

However, where thir-

felt very strongll about the importanoe of reoeiving Holy

Communion, only twenty-seven (}6%) had similar attitudes about Confession.
Fifteen (20;6) felt that Confession was more than merely a matter of personal
whim, but a relatively large number (thirty-two boys,

4~

of the sample)

thought that one had to go to Confession only when he felt like it.
Therefore, as one moves along the oontinuum of religious oommitment from
external ohurch attendance to attitudes about Mass, Communion, Confession, and
prayer, there is a signifioant lessening of intensity only in the area of Oontession.

This will have to be investigated further in the following ohapter.

Nevertheless, even at this point the question suggests itself, given the external religious conformity of the group. whether the depth ot their religious
convictions and attitudes is certain.

Religiously, either these bOls seem to

be in the midst of change or po8seas at least questionable and merely surface
commitment.

Given such a situation, it is doubtful that religious motivation

could exercise much control over the behavior of these adolescents.

At beat it

would be a somewhat _ysterioue factor which comes into play only when all other
supports (gang, family, etc.) are removed, and so would hardly playa determining role in their day-to-day decisions.
Will Herberg has said that the "religiousness characteristic of America
today is very often a religiousnesa without religion • • • a way of sociability
or 'belongiDg' rather than a way of re-orienting lite toward God. 1t

6 Not only

is the prescnt study of th,:se delinquents' religiousness leading us to realize
the truth of this proposition, but other studies of non-delinquent adolescent
relig'iousness, such as they exist, have come to muoh the same conclusion. 7
It proved profitable in this connection to select from the present

,~ple

those who reported that they attended Mass every Sunday and received Communion
once or twice a month and pray livery often, TI and to compare their answers on
the questions concerning one's personal idea of God, reasons tor praying, and
parental models with the other extreme Mas:::;.

those ""ho never or rarely attended

never received COlllmu..."lion, and never prayed.

t'tJenty-tour delinquents; the second. two.

'rhe first group totaled

The two delinquents, as r.light be ex-

pectaci, had no personal idea of God whatever; they never prayed since they had
no reasons for prayins. and while their parents did attend church occasionally,
they provided no consistent conforming models for the boys. ~e twenty-tour
boys of the first group, however, presented a ditferent picture.

Seventeen had

a relatively clear idea tllat Ghrist died for them personally, and that Christ

nknew their names'l; the other seven were uncertain about these points.

Each of

the group reported that :.he ,. prayed either Itfer help and guidance" or "for forgivenes~.!.'~) l"ifteen stated that their parents attended church regi.llarly; the

other nine indicated irregular church attendance for their parent:.:;.
majority of the delinquents who attended

}.~asa

'lIhue the

every Sunday, received COIll:'llunion

6Herberg, p. 276.
7See in this conneotion, Gordon Allport, !h! Individual ~ ~ Reli~ien
(New York, 1950), pp. 32-36, Gesell, Ilg, and Ames, pp. 487-502; Warren ~. Middleton and Robert R. vlright, riA Comparison of a Group of Ninth and Tenth Grade
Delinquent and Non-Delinquent Boys and Girls on Certain Attitude Scales," :£!!.
Journal £! Genetic Psycholo31, LVIII (1941). 139-150-

once or twice a month, and prayed "very oftenl1 answered favorably to the other
categories of religious belief and worship_

But to what extent thef;e attitudes

and practices influenced their everyday values and behavior ,Patterns remains to
be seen.

CHAPl'ER VI
RE:LIGIOUS

ATTIWD~~S

Itl PHACTICE

Judged by adult standards the adolescent's world is peculiar.
that

~

he experiences is
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It is not

different from the adult's sensations. pains,

and pleasures, but the interRretations he places on them are wholly his own.

Since religion involves meaning and interpretation at every step, it must be
conceded at the outset that the religion and religious attitudes of adolescence

are of a very special order, perhaps having little in common with the religion
of adulthood. About this religion of adolescence Allport has observed: l
Usually it is not until the stress of puberty that serious reverses
occur in the evolution of the religious fWntiment. At this period of
development the youth is compelled to transl~rm his religious attitudes
-- indeed all lLls attitudes -- from aecoAd-hand fittings to first-hand
fittings of his personality. He can no longer let his parents do his
thinld.l:l.g for him. A.lthough in IIOme cases the transition is fluent and
imperceptible, mo.re often there is a peried of rebellion.
From the various ways in which attitudes could be tested we selected two.
The first of these was the Thurstone scale for the measurement of one's attitude toward God (Form

~);

the second consisted in individually structured ques-

tions concerning specific attitudes toward God which were designed to be indioative of the intensity of the adolescent's religious conviction and commitment.

~evious research on values and delillquency led us to expect that although the

'-.

1Allport, p. )2.
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adolescents would subscribe to religious and other social values in general,
there would be considerable inconsistenc, of values on a more specific

level.~

This finding has led Barron, for example, to call for hypotheses whioh will
h •••

explain the relation of inconsistent values held by the delinquent to in-

consistency in the deliaquent·s behavior.'"

The present study did not attempt

to establish any hypotheses of this sort mainly beoause there was not enough information on delinquents· religious attitudes available in anything more than a
very general form.
Working on the supposition that religious attitudes are closely related to
indirect and internal control, it would aeft clear that if the parents offered
conforming models .ad values which were internalized by the adolescent, religious control is increased and would be manifested in the religious attitude expressed.

If the religious attitude was low, one could conclude that either the

internalization, the conforming models, or both were relatively absent.

In ac-

cordance with the usage of the Thurstone test, a favorable attitude is indicated
~y

a low numerical score.

As can be seen in Table XXII, the majority of the

boys (69%) showed positive attitudes toward God, twelve per cent were entirely
~oncommit~al,and

~e

fourteen boys (19%) revealed a negative attitUde toward God.

group meant howevert was 4.2, which lIeant that the group as a whole was

'slightly affected by the idea of God. 1I

~s

They were one step above the noncommi-

~ilton L. Barron reviews most of the previous research on the subject in

article, "Juvenile Delinquency and American Values,
~14.

-

3 Ibid., p. 213.

~,

XVI (April 1951).

TR:'-:; Ri;;Sl'ONDENTS' ATTlTUDi: TO~ARD GOD

Attitude score

Number

Per cent

24

32.0

3.0 - 3.9 (Definite recognition of God affecting Conduct

15

20.0

4~0 -

13

17.3

.5.0 - 5.9 (Uoncommittal,neutral, or agnostic attitude)

9

12.0

6.0 ... 6.9 (Disbelief but attitude not yet strongl.y set)

6

8.0

7.0 - 7.9 (Definite denial of God influencing conduct)

2

2.7

8.0 .11,0 (Strong atheistic attitude)

6

8.0

75

100.0

o - 2.9

(Strong religious attitude toward God)

4.9 (Slightly affected

by idea of God)

II.

~

Total
Using Thurstone's seale
~on

fo~

measuring the real1ty-of-God-att1tude, Middle-

and Wright fouad that both their delinquent and non-delinquent adolescent

group showed a positive belief in God (two steps above the neutral attitude).
Since different seal•• were used no comparison can be drawn between the sligbtly different attitudinal levels revealed; what is significant for present purposes t however, is the similarity between the scores of the delinquents and nondelinquents.
groups.

There was no significant difference in the

mean~scores

of the two

As the authors themselves summarized. the data: "High school boys fibe

non-delinquent§7 are more favorable in their attitudes toward the law and the
church than are delinquent boys; there is no difference in their attitudes
toward the reality of GOd.,,4

For the present delinquent grouP. their attitudes

4MiddletoA and Wright, p. 149.
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TABLE XXIII
ATTITUDES TOW ARP n.l!:X
AS R.J!;POR'rED BY THE RESFONDENTS

Attitude
Statement

Completely

t~ostly

&u:ree

DillllQ'1"Ae

No.
"Itts all right to
have sex relations with
a girl if she agrees
10
and isn't married. 1t

Mostly
&Jl ree
% No.
%

13.3 18

No.

%

Completely
difll!UU"ee
No.
%

24.0

12

16.0

35

46.7

"It's all right to
have &ox relations with
a girl if she agrees
even if ahe is
married. 11
6

8.0

7

9.3

11

14.7

51

68.0

H30me people say that
as far as sex goes,
it is all right for a
boy to play with bimeelf. tI

2.7

9

12.0

20

26.7

44

58.7

2

toward the law were not directly tested; but their attitudes toward the church
~ere

somewhat more tavorable than their attitudes toward God.
As regards specific attitudes and their religious content, four areas were

~vestigated: sex, stealing, tighting, and the general perception of the ado~esc.nt

about his gang's reaction to his religious attitudes and ideals.

Adolescence is pre-eminently a period of rapid and intense physical growth;
~ex

becomes more ot an individual and social problem and its control more diffi-

~ult.

The present-day emphasis and dominating concern of sex intensifies the

~ormal

adolescent problem.

~s

And the fact that the Church's attitude toward sex

a strict one does not simplify the problem.

~tudy

None of the boys in the present

reported that they were ignorant ot the Church's position on sex (such
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TABLE XXIV
THE RF.:sPONDENTS t

Never
Sexual Practice
No

%

REPORT.ED Sli..'XUAL PRACTICES

Once or
twice

No.

Three
times

Four
ta••

%

No

%

No.

2

2.7

4

five t1mea

"

%

5·3

4

5.3

13 17.3

8 P.O.7

23 ?;IJ.7

36 48.0

16 21.3

Ever masturbated?

12 16.0

15 20.0

Had sex relations
with boys or lIen'l

66 88.0

6 8.0

0

0

0

0

Ever take part in a
l1
sex party?

64 85.3

8 10.1

1

1.3

1

1.,

"gans

More than

No.

Had sex relations
with girls or
women?

16 13.3

Five
times

1 9.3

No.

%

1 1.3

2

2.7

0

1

1.3

0

items as petting were not considered, but only the larger categories of masturbat1on, fornication, and adultery). and of the total number, twenty-aeven delinquents (,;6%) considered that the ChurCh's position was too strict, while forty·
eight
~ex

(64~)

agreed with the Church's regulations.

The attitude toward specific

acts was somewhat different, as indicated below:
Comparing these attitudes toward sex with the actual sexual practices re-

ported by the delinquents give us the results indicated above.

The most common

~exual

practice, despite the reported negative attitude to the act, is masturba-

tion.

This was expected and, in this sense, normal. 5 Formal homosexuality and

'gang sex parties" were more infrequent.

Fornication, however, was rather wide...

spread with thirty-nine boys (52%) having performed the act at least once.

IIa-
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TABLE XXV

BREAKDOWN OF SPECIFIC SEXUAL PRACTICES
AND RESPONDENTS' RELATED SEXUAL ATTlTUDlI:;S
Number who "mostly"
or "oompletely"
disagreed with
these practices

Specific
sexual
practices

The relwrted practice of those
who strongly disagreed with
the practice
NeTer

Homosexuality
Masturbation
Fornication

,

Once or Three or more
times
twice

70

63

5

2

64

12

14

38

47

26

10

11

bitual fornication was low (17%) only in comparison to masturbation practices.
Consequently, there seems to be a rough consistency between the delinquent's
sexual attitudes and his sexual behavior.

This consistency is not verified,

fb.owever, when we probe into more specific actions-attitudes relationship, as indicated in Table XXV.

For even though the majority of those strongly opposed

to homosexuality, masturbation, and fornication indulged in the action only once
or twice, or not at all, the number of those indulging in the practice three or
more times is nevertheless surprisingly high, when it is remembered that all of
these delinquents expressed strongly or totally negative attitudes toward these
actions.

~e

~1ght

Of the sixty-four boys strongly opposed to masturbation, thirty-

(59%) had practiced it three or more times; and of the forty-seven with

~learly

negative attitudes toward fornication, eleven (28%) practiced it three

lOr more tlllle8.
The second specific attitude tested was the delinquent's attitude toward
stealinGe

when discussing various general notions about delinquency in the
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first chapter, it was noted that the nature of a delinquent offense is largely
a matter of cultural definition, and is a result of varying standards of comnunity pressure and practice.
community, however,

and

Despite variations in standards from community to

despite the ambiguity with which delinquent behavior is

generally defined, there is a discernible pattern in the character of the offenses most typical for the greater number of communities.

Reports to the

United States Children's Bureau, confirmed by many local surveys and studies,
indicate that the primary offense among boys is stealing, followed by what the
tenuous wording of many statutes describes as Itgenerul act3 of carelessness or
mischief. n6
As the data compil.ed in Table XXVI indicate, only a small fraction of the
delinquents felt that stealing was all right.

The majority showed little hesi-

tation in establishing the rightness or wrongness of the act.
on actual stealing. however, the picture was not as favorable.

When reporting
F.'xcept for

things at large value (oYer 5.50.(0) t the majority of the delinquents had stolen;
this was especially true as regards Usteal.ingn cars, the most frequent offense
for which the adolescents were put in the detention home.

Although not speci-

fioally tested on the questionnaire, attitudes toward car-theft as revealed in
the interview presented a problem. ~iile many boys felt quite definitely that
stealing was wrong, they admitted just as readily that they stole
From

til.

anywai)

comparison of Tables XXIV and XXV7 it becomes clear that in the area

6S1ock and Flynn, pp. 40-43. See also, Social Statistics, II, The Child.
U. S. Department of Labor, Chlldren' s Bureau Cwashington , 1946) t p. 11.
?See pp.

87. 88.

TABI.lS XXVI
ATTITUDES TOWARD STSALlNG
REPOR'rlID BY THE RES,PONDENTS

Car-thcft2

1

General Stealing

Attitude
toward

Number

Per cent

Number

Per ceat

Completely agree

5

6",7

6

8.0

Mostly agree

5

6.7

5

6.7

Hostly disagree

12

16.0

13

17.3

Completely disagree

53

'10.7

51

68.0

Total

'15

100.1

'15

100.0

lstealing is all right as long as you don't get caught. Do you:
(1) Completely agree
(2) ~lost11 agree
(3) Mostly disagree,_ _
(4) Completely disagree
?
2Going tor a joy ride in a car I find open is all right as long as I don't
get caught and don't keep the car. Do you: (1) Completely agree
(2) Mostly agree
(3) i10atly disagree
(4) Completely di-sag---'r-ee
?
of stealing there also is a significant inconsistency between attitude and
practice.

This becomes even

mOl~

apparent when we select from the sample those

who "mostly" or IIcompletelytl disapproved of stealinD and compared this attitude
with their actual practice_

8 reveals, sixty-five delinquents

As Table XXVIII

generally disapproved of stealing, but or these twenty boys
worth less than $2.00 sevoral times, twenty-four

(36.~h)

(30.8~)

stole items

stole items worth over

$50.00 once or twice, twenty-eight (43~~) of the delinquents Ilborrowed ll cars

once or twice and ten

8
Cf. p.

92.

(15.4}~)

"borrowed" them very orten.
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'.CABLE XXVII
THE

Reported
practice

:tl~PONDJi,'NTS'

Items worth
less tho
$2.00
No.

~

REPORTED PRAC'rIC.liiS OF S'.CEALING

Items worth
$2.00-$50.00

Items over
$50·00

No.

No.

%

General
"worthless"
items!

% No.

516

Car-theft

~

No.

4

5.3

5

6.7

3

4,0

1

1.3

16

21.,

Several
times

24

32.0

10

1,3.3

4

.5.3

8

10.7

10

1,3.,

Once or
twice

27

36.0

29

38.7

28

37 .. '

31

41.3

30

40.0

Never

20

21.7

31

41.3

40

53 .. 3

35

46.7

19.

25.0

'rota!

75

100.0

75

100.0

75

99.9

75

100.0

7.5

99.9

Very often

~iave you ever taken things that you really didn't want and that did not
belong to you? Very often_____ Several times
Cnce or twice
•
Never
?
The

~uest1on

of gang fighting does not necessarily tall under such strict

religious regulations as sex offenses and stealing.
intrinsically enl.

Fighting, after all, is not

And although gang fighting, as it is normally ca.rried on

today, is unjust, any moral guilt imputed to these fights haa to be judged on
individual grounds.

Consequently, it is not a strictly moral attitude that we

are testing here, as much as a specific adolescent value. namely, the respect
for the lives and well-being of others, as well as the rights of others (in the
ethical, rather than the moral theological sense).
It has been observed by many writers on delinquency that what preCisely
makes the present-day problem most pressing is not the quantity but the qualit1
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TABLE XXVIII
BH';;AKOOWN OF SPECIFIC STSALING PRACTICES
AND HESFCNDEN'fS'
R~~TED

Specific stealing
practices

ATTITUDES

Number of
those who
I'mostly.. or
"completely"
disapproved
of stealing

i~ARD

STEALING

The reported practices of those
who strongly disafProved of these
practices
Never

Very

Once or
twice

Several
times

17

25

20

.3

28

27

1

3

often

Items worth less than
12.00

65

Items worth from $2.00
to $50.00

65

Items worth over $50.00

65

36

24

2

1

General "worthless" items

65

32

."2:1

5

0

Car-theft

64

18

28

8

10

,

of delinquent behavior. 9 Cohen has pointed to the widespread Hnegati vism" of
the delinquent; Zahn, of his utter disregard of the intrinsic worth of human.
life and human rights.

It is this attitude of disregard and its practical ap-

plication that concerns us.
The reported attitude of the delinquents toward fighting followed the trend
of the sex and stealing attitudes.

Fifty-eight boys (77J6) said that it was oer-

tainly wrong to tisht or to beat someone up if "you wanted to get somethins or
wanted to get even. fI

Ten boys (1'-') thought there was nothing wrong with such

9Cohen. 21-48; Zahn, p. 303; Harrison Salisbury,
(New York, 1958), pp. 36-48, to mention only a few.

!!'!!.

Shook-!m Generatio!
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TABLE XXIX

PURPOSELESS FIGHtING
AS REPORTED Bt 'fHE RES1JONDENTS

"Beat up" on kids who hadn't
done anything to fOu.

Frequency of
occurence

Burt or inflicted pain on
someone just to see them
squirm.

Number

Per cent

NWlber

Very otten

1

1.'

0

0

Several times

.5

6.7

4

5.3

or twice

18

24.0

7

9.3

51

68.0

64

8S.3

75

100.0

75

99.9

Once

Never
Total

,

>

•

., -t,

Per cent

activities, while five approved of the action, but not too strongly.

The

values the delinquents lived by (not the ones they proclaimed) also f()llowed
the same pattern of iDeonaistency seen in the sex and stealing practices.
twelve had never gotten into a tiat fight (not 1n the sense ot
aggressively to "get even" or "show this guy who's boss. lt )

Only

self~defense,

but

Fifteen (2(J..6) had

fought very often; thirty-six (48%) several times; and eighteen (24%) only once
or twice.

Few of the delinquents, however, fought other fellows merely "for the

fun of it" and hardly ally had inflicted pain on someone "just to see them
squirm. ,,10
V~ues.

of course, are never created nor applied in a vacuum.

In their

function as oriteria for the importance of persons. goals. one·s surroundings

10

Cf. p.

96.

v
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:R.i'~POHT.~D ATTlroD~

OJ<' mE GANG

VSRSUS THOSE OF THE INDIVIDUAL RESPONDENT
Usually

Always

Attitude
statement

No.

~

No.

~

Seldom

Ne....er

No.

J6

No.

%

Do the fellows you pal
around with thlDk
religion is important?

20

27

15

20.0

33

44.0

7

9.'

Would the fellows you
pal around with at home
expect you to go to
Church?

12

16

11

14.7

2.7

:;6.0

19

25.3

6

8

7

9.'

12

16.4

50

68.1

18

24

36

48.0

18

24.0

3

4.0

Would the tellows make
tun of you it they
thought JOu went to Mass,
Communion. and Confession regularly''?
If the lellows wanted

to go along with
them. would you do something you knew was wrong
or sinhl?

10U

~

sad pattern of activity, values nonetheless appear as relatively stable fittings

of an individual or group frame of reference.

3ince values function within the

context ot social interaction, they are condi tiOIl"d in great measure by the people with whom one asSOCiates, the background, personality, and needs of the indiv1dua1.

This is just another way of saying that just as values exist within

and without the social person, the source of these values is both external and
internal to the social person.

In this light it becomes increasingly important to investigate the relationship between the values ex1stiDg _oag the members

ot the delinquent t s

"gangtf
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TAJlLE XXXI
FlJRTfOim DATA ON

OF THB GANG
V&RSUS THOSE OF TilE INDIVIDUAL RESPONDENT
A1~ITUDES

Always

Attitade
statement

No.

%

Have you ever stopped
dOing something or refused to c\o somethiDg
that you knew was wrong
because it was a ain?

13 24.0

If the fellows wanted
you to go along with
them, to do 60IDething
ty0u Y..new was wrong or
ainful, would you refuse?

18

!Have you ever gone
against the fellows because what they wanted
ty0u to do was wrong or
tsinful?

No.

28

Seldom
No.

Never
No.

6

8.0

24.0

3

4.0

813 10.7

13

17.3

8

1l.0

34

45.0

Isuppose the feUows
~anted you to go stealling with them. Would
~ou refuse?
Suppose the fellows
lIfanted you to go uaexiDg"
with them. would you
go along?

Usually

15 20.0

}7.0

13

17.0

11

iL5.0

2}

14

31.0

19.0

'rho actual category under which th:l s answer belonf:;s is not "alwaystl but
'very often. It The terms were ch~;ed to facilitate tabulation.
and his own values.

Although recoe;nizing the significance of these inquiries,

the present study limited its investie;ation to certain of the religious attitudes considered so far.

As can be seen in Tables x.XX and XXXI, four areas were

covered by these questions: the gang's sinful delinquency and the delinquent's
attitude toward it, the gang's attitude to the delinquent's ohurch attendance

and church participation. and the delinquent's response to the gang's invitation
to 60 stealing or

II

se xing!1 with them.

As far as general churoh attendance and religious commitment is conoerned.
the delinquent's "gang" is mostly indifferent; and the majority of the boys
feel sure they would not be made tua of tor participating in church activities.
The same situation does not hold tru., however •. tor the gaDS's invitation to
delinquent behavior.

Here the adolescent' 5 respen.s. shows lUore of an underlyiag

commitment to the gang and its expectations tban to the moral expectations of
his religious affiliation.

This finding was to be expected.

Dtudies by Cohen,

BilPlh and· Niederhoffer, Short ud others set forth quite clearly that delinquency is basically a problem of conformity

~o

deviant val\les which are held by some

group more immediately crucial to the adolescent than the more distant and abstract "Society t It "Churchfl or even ItFaRlily. ,,11

Such a basic commi truent to gang

values also explains the oontradiction in the delinquents' responses to the

fourth item of Table XXx., and the second and third items in Table XXXI.

For

while 72/6 of the delinquents stated that if the felloW's wanted them to go along
to do something they knew was wrong or sinful they would lfalWI:lYs" or "usually"

refuse, aD.d 28)S of the delinquents claimed that they would t!seldom lt or nnever"
do something wrong or sinful with the gaug, still 44;6 "usually" or "always" had

11
Cohen, 121-37. Herbert A. Bloch and Arthur Niederhoffer, Ih!. Garu:> <New York,
1958), Cohen and Short, "Research in Delinquent Subcultures,lt Journal of Social
Issues, XIV (1958), 20-37.
-

;/
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gone against the fellows because what they wanted them to do was wrenS or sinful.
The relationship between religious attitudes and delinquent practices has
now been e:<plored sufficiently to reveal certain significant trends.

'fhe

scores of the Thurstone attitude scale, "Attitude Toward God,l1 show a slight,
marginal commitment to religious belief and values.

In this the individual de-

linquents share the same reli;iou3 attitudes that they report for their companions.

There appears, then, to be little conflict arising from a type of "dual

alle&iance" of the boy to his group and to his church.

The depth of commitment

made, in addition to factors of status, approval, security, etc., suggest that
religious values will have controlling influence only if strongly supported by
these other factors more immediately important to the delinquent.

'rhus, with

the exception of car-theft, the delinquent has no doubt about the morality of
his actions, the sin and consequent betrayal of his religious values \'Jhich his
action entail.

It would have been indeed surprising, not to say methodologi-

cally disturbing, if adolescents with the shallow religious commitment indicated by the Thurstone test, reported behavior oonsistent with their general and
specific religious attitudes.
The particulu items of sex, stealing, fighting, and gang vaJ.ues were selected for individual analysis because the content of those values appeared to
be logically related to delinquent behavior.

There were no specific questions

relating delinquents' attitudes toward the values and practices of the larger
society.

trYe

recognize the possible significance of this type of inquiry. L{,'ur

present study, hO\,Jever, was limited to one aspect of value and only certain .
types of delinquent behavior pattern~~ What implioations these limited conclu-

sions might have on this larger question is the topic for the followine chapter.

CHAPTSR VII
SUHHARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The specific

que~tion

which has concerned us in the present study is this:

"could the ineffectiveness of religious beliefs and attitudes be something
which accounts for delinquency in society?"

Grounding this question is the

theory that deviant behavior is DOt merely the result of an interaction process
between individuals, between individuals and their socio-cultural milieu (as
such it is a behavior pattern that is learned). but that deviance is also the
result of an absence or inadequacy of certain social controls.

According to

the original formulation, religious infiuence was anticipated to be ineffectift
in its function as a social control in the values and behavior of delinquents.

The large majority of relationships tested in this atudy bave led to the conclusion that while external

religi~

ooDiormity and reported religious atti-

tudes are consistent with Catholic belief aad expectatioD4, the internal religious commitrn$llt is

wGal~,

ineffectual, and so uortti little significant ini"lu-

ence on the values the delinquents live by and the behavior they report.
The importance of this concluaioA bocomes more apparent when viewed in its
consequences for the theoretical framework constructed at the be6inninc of the
study.

F'ollowing Gohen. defined deviant behavior as a violi.ii.tion of "institu-

tionalized expectations" - that iS t expectations whioh are shared and recognized as legitimate within a social system.
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;fhe central idea behind this defi-

100
nit~on

1s 60cially structured strain, an ambivalence relative to these inatitu-

tionalized expectations.
th~

Deviance itself, then, does not necessarily constitute

basic problem to be studied, but rather the elements within the social sye-

tern which caused th. conflict to a.rise and initiated the cOI18$quent delinqueat
response. 1

In this sense, both deviant behavior and conformity are kinds of

behavior that evolve in the course of an interaction process.

But a.s Cohen

warns:
",'hen we say that deviant behaTior is an attempt to reduce stra:ta or to
solve a problem of adjustment, we do not mean that an actor finds himself in an aWkward spot, considers a DUmber of alternatives .....·tbea·
makes a choice. The break with the routine and the institutionalized
is /nOre 'nically half-ooB8Cious, tentative, and grouping. Alabivaleee
motivates exploratory but noncommittal gestures. 2
'rhus J!then the gestures elicit frcm others a response which tends to reduce the
original strain, the individual commits himself and the outcome of such commitment is a cumulative, collective product, the result of an interactional system
and not merely of the actor who happened to author the act.

Obviously the ac-

tion pattern that follows is not necessarily deviant; any deviant action or
series of actions, however. are produced precisely in this way.

And what it 1&

that gives the deviance meaning is the strain or conflict which the new action
is trying to resolve.
In line with this conceptual scheme, the data of the present study clearly
110. -.

lIn addition to the more sociological viewpoint of Cohen t l-!erton, and ParBOilS, all of whom emphaaise the oonfl1ct faotor, th.. same· e.phasis bas beea .. de
psychologically by Healy and Bronner, Thorsten Sellin. Culture Conflict ~
Cri,.. (New York, Social Science Research Council Report #41, 1938> and was _ployed successfully as a frame of reference in Gunnar Myrdal's ~ American
Di1!E12

Cohen, "The Study ot Soo1al Disorgaaizatioft and Deviant Behavior, II p. lH)7.
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revealed an inconsistency between rellgiows values the deliaquent proclainled
"

the values and behavior he lived by.

-

and.

But what is sip.ifieant. as both question-

naire. and interviews attest. is that this inconsistency did not al;;pear as inconsistency to the

delin~uent;

in other words, there vas no apparent conflict in

the adolescent's mind between his religious attitudes an4 values and his bah&vior.

what appeared to the researoher as inconsistent or as the source of oon-

filct and strain seemed to be neatly compartmentalized by the delinquent - religious values apply1ne; in
situationa.

SOIM

situations and other values applying 1n other

fl'hi!l was brought out forcefully, for i_taBee,. in the a.aa11sis of

the delinquents' attitude. toward sex &ad his sexual praqtices, as well as in

--'

---

the breakdown of his attitudes ana actions 8;s regards stea.liq.

Even tho_ with

the most stroagly negative attitUdes toward either offense revealed high degrees
of stealing and sexual behavior.

As QM graduate of l'!nslancl'e famous norst.a.l

system pointed out in a semi-biographical acoouat in later years. Bors'e"al lito .

some extent revived the school-boy Talas of fa1r-plq and team spirt t but their
application remained limited to plal and teams.

Cr:1me • • • remained.

aL::;

attrac-

tiTe as ever_,,3 This al>pears quite parallel to the delinquent's experienoe in
the present sample.
It must be noted that there is no question ot the intellectual grasp of religioua values by the adolescent.

The data iBdicate in almost every iaataace

that the delinquent understood what was righ.t aad what waa wroBS, what as a
Catholio he believed and wbat practices were expeoted of him; and he agreed with
these norms.

But he lived by anotaar aet of standards in practical daY-to-day

'Mark Benney (pseud.). mels .!!! Undress

(New

York, 1937), p. 216.
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experiences.

The contradiction between the delinquents' attitudes against sin-

iul gang behavior (72',i;) yet his conformity to the gang's activity, even if it
was wrong or sinful (66}b) are evidence of this.

liealy a.nd ..oronner have observed

in the same connection that the delinquent is often "fully able to express his
conscious belief that delinquency represents wrong conduct, but evidently his
feeling about wrongness haa not been sufficiently strong to function as a preventive.,,4
Consequently, what might a.t the outset appear to be comr;lonplace, namely, the
actual ineffectiveness of religious control, when viewed against the background
of strain and conflict which characterizes our initial conceptual system becomes quite problematical.

Why is there

DO

tension between religious values

and the adolescents' uunofficial" or priva.te yalues?
religious commitment made by these delinquents?

What is the nature of the

How can this level of commit-

ment be raised to an operative level where religious values are meaningful and
effective determinants of action?

To point toward answers and the directions

possible answers might take would lead us beyond the actual data of the present
research, to be sure.

But since the conclusions reached in this study and cer-

tain relationships found to be important occasion many of these questions, we
might consider in somewhat scatter-shot fashion a few of the areas and possible
hypotheses that, in the light of this study, would seem profitable to investigate further.

Such further research will have to be undertaken before any sa-

tisfactory answer to the specifying question of this study can be given.
The first question that logically arises in the light of our conclusions

41Iealy and Bronner, p. 11.
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about the absence of conscious conflict between religious and other values eoncerns the reasons why there was no apparent strain when such a manifest inconsiatency of attitude and behavior did exist.

Although this particular question

was never raised in the present study (precisely because the finding was not
anticipated). the data analyzed do give support for the following observations.
The delinquent's religious commitment was shallow.

In fact, in view of the at-

titude scores one can hardly call the delinquent's religious attitude a rational
and personal commitment in any senae of the word.

It would seem that the atti-

tude would be more accurately termed a "commitment by default. 115

A commitment

by default is a commitment made without the realization that it has been made;
it can arise through. a series of acts no one of which is crucial but whioh taken
together constitute for the individual interests of such magnitude that he is
unwilling to lose them.

A bUsiness man's commitment to his organization can

follow this pattern rather closely.

Or a commitment by default can arise
,.--

through an act or series of acts made by another person in my name;'Jteligion is
an apt illustration here since one's initial commitment was made by his parents
and god-parents and reinforced by home environment. schooling, church attendance
and is only fully realized by him at a later date. during a time of spiritual
crisis, annual retreat, a novena, etc.
~

If then, the delinquent's commitment is

commitment by default, it i6 clear why there would be no apparent tension be-

tween such nominal values and the values of gang life and adolescent recognition, approval and security.
~atter

llhe former are intellectually grasped as true; the

are emotionally grasped as

desirab1e~~

5Cf • Howard f~eckert "Notes on the Concept of Conu;:dtment," ~, LXVI (July
1960), p.

38.

u;,
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fJloreover, as Uoode has pointed out, since commitments are social acts they
are supported by social rewards and censures.

6 . ,-'~'

(Regarding religious values, we

'-

have already rtoted that the individuals are weakly committed; the data also reveal that the persons with whom the delinquents associate are equally apathetic
and non-committal toward religion: it is not that they are anti-religious but
simply a-religious - whether or not members of their group go to church made no
difference to the gang, it was outside their concer~~

In addition to weakly

committed individuals and weakly demanding groupe, we found in this same sphere
of religious values, generally non-censuring, related outsiders (parents who
provided ineffectual conformity models religiously, for example).
factors contributed to the weak

eo~~itments

All of these

displayed in the attitude tests,

even though they are not wholly explanatory_
we come somewhat closer to an explanation of the fact that the delinquents
studied have not made the transfer from commitment by default to personal decision and religious conviction when we recall the nature of religious control.
Religion exerts its strongest influence by means of the religious experience,
the personal relation of the individual with the Person of God.
veloped at some length in our initial frame of reference.

This was de-

Certainly the data

of both the questionnaire and the interviews reveal no such inter-personal relationship between the delinquent and God as consoiously present to the adolesoent.

This is understandable t of course. when ve remember the lack of parental

religious influenoe, the limited amount of Catholic education (the aVerage a-

6Goode. "Norm Commitment and Conformity to Role-;itatus Obligations," ~,
LXVI (November 1960), 246-58.
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mount was three-and-a-half years of grammar school), the negligence in religious
practice.

!Jut these items should not be exaggerated.

'nre parents did "require!!

church attendanoe; they did use religious motivation in their disciplinary practices, even though they did not provide actually effective ccnforming models of
. religious participation.
times a month.

the delinquents went to Nass on the average of several

'rhe formal training they received by means of the catechism and

Sunday sermons was strongly intellectualistic and moralistic, and this was
faithfully reflected in their accurate, though nominal, religious beliefs and
values.
~bat

appears to be missing in the delinquent's attitudes - personal reali-

zation of the influence of God - is precisely what appears to be lacking in
their religious orientation - emphasis on the personal, "experimental"
of relig~on.7

element

If a re-study of the present project were to be undertaken, an

important area for analysis would be the effect of Catholic education as it is
now carried out on the attitudes of those who have had eight to twelve years of
such training in relation to the attitudes of the delinquents in the present
sample.
~ic

'Ihis type of research would reveal the importance of the fact of Catho-

education in relation to its content.
There is little question that the Church has long recognized the functional

lmportance of an underlyinG emotional religious commitment: it has always been
more indulgent to the sinner than to the heretic.

And as the interviews re-

"ealea. the delinquents' IIcommitment by default" was not entirely a matter of

7Cf. 'rhe parish Program 2! Instruction published by the i~rchdiocese of Chi~ago (espeCially those fr~a 1950-1959) and the Baltimore Catechisms used until
~ast year in Ch1ca~o grammar schools for confirmation of this point.

k
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Ifnet caringH what the demands of the Church were in this or that situation, or
not caring if the delinquent found himself in a state of serious sin.

As the

questions probed deeper into the adolescent's notion of God and religion, he
could be brought to eee the inconsistency of his actiOns, the fact of his actual
religious commitment; he could be deeply impressed by the fact (not familiar to
him, his reactions would eeem to indicate' that God has a personal interest in
him individually.
ir~tial

This only intensifies the problem as to how to raise this

nominal commitment to the level of emotion and conviction.

indicates, rew if any specific techniques can be used to sanction an

As Goode
individual~

failure in emotion alone, for the normal techniques of socialization - shame,
punishment, anxiety, etc. --do not aim at action or emotional conformity as
separable goals. 8
Here, then, we are back to the point made in the preface to this study,
that the principal difficulty in assessing the effectiveness of religion is 61milar to that encountered in evaluating any institutional factor: what we are
really studying is the problem or human_.llotivation and, as we have seen, motiva- /
tion is a devious and oomplex affair involving a multitude of psychological and
sociological variables.

The futility of mere correlation of statistics in this

area is indicated by the tendency to establish relationships between such objective evideace as church attendance or religious affiliation and the extent of
delinquency.

'rhese are frequently of little help in assessing the effectiveness

of an emotional experienoe, although as Durkheim showed long ago, these also
cannot be studied independently of a wide variety of other variables, such as

8GOode, uNorm Commitment and Conformity to Role-Status Obligations," p. 257.
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family structure, age-levels, econom:tc conditions, an.d ethnic composition.
Therefore we must examine the part the institutional patterns of religion play
in the entire interwoven fabric of .\merican social 1ile. 9
For religious motivation, like any other type of motivation, depends upon
the internalization of standards during the critical formative years of childhood. and is developed througt close ideatification with parents, family lI'lembers, and. other significant primary groups.

Much of this motivation is acquired

unconsciously and depends in large degree upon behavioral examples rather than
on precept.

Only later does it reach tho level of conscious decision and ger-

sonal commitment.

If these supporting behavioral agencies are missing, it sim-

ply means that the Church has encountered a difficulty i.n coping with agencies
in modern life that tend to neutralize or vitiate the fundamental tenets of relil:;ious teachin&_

It means also that the Church, as Bloch and Flynn susgest,

will have to develop a new dimension to its teaching, particularly for the
young, and that it will perhaps have to learn to assume a wider community responsibility in reinforcing its teaching.

10

As Zailn has observed:

The terror that stalks our streets has been fashioned in our image; not
an image buried in the night depths of subconscious fears and evil
urges, but an image blazoned forth in headlines, on billboards, ever~
where we turn. Until we correct our value system (the one we live by,
not the one we proclaim), until we destroy the deadly germ from which
the poison growth of delinquency has sprung, it is a hopeless challenge
that we face. ll

9Seet for example, aobin Williams, American Societ~ (New York, 1951), pp.32371.
l03loeh and Flynn, p. 230.

11Zahn, p. 304.
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Such are some of the aonclu,sions and questions whioh the present study

raises.

Many of them might have seemed obvious before we bega.n and some of them

have been said before; it seemed to this researcher that they took on sharper
meaning and significance in the light of the facts this

stud~r

uncovered.

'"ie

must be careful not to carry our conclusions beyond the data given in the preceding pages.

Continued research is needed on thil3 question of reliGious con-

trol before its significance to delinquent behavior will be known.

APPf!."NDIX

Directions:

Read each question carefully once, then answer it.
Place an X squarely in the blank by your answer.
$,ction

,A.

1.

In your family are you (l) The oldest______ (2) In between
(3) The
(4) The only child
-youngest

2.

Do you have any brothers and sisters? (1) No
two
(4) Yes, three
(5) Yes, four
more than f'i ve, how many_ _

,3.

How many brothers and sisters live at home with you? (l) None
(2) One
(3) Two
(4) Three
(5) Four
(6) Five
t7) If more
~fivet how many

4.

~ihere

-

-

-

C6)

(2) Yes, one
(,3) Yes
Yes. five
-""(':'7) It

--

in town do you live?
Sectioll______________-,....: (for example. South side)
Street
(for example, S. Hoyne Avenue)
(for example, 1800; don't put the exact house
310ck
number)
With whom do you ordinarily live? (1) Original father and mother
(2) Mother and Step-father_ (3) Father and step-mother_ (T"r;~)"":'H:"""other
only
(5) Father only_____ (6) If nOlle of these, with whom do you
live

~.

-

Is your mother living?
Is your father living?

(1)
(1)

Yes
(2) lio
Yes-- (2) No--

7. Are your parents divorced or separated?

- Yes_____

(1)
(2) No
,
If they are divorced or separated, how old were you when they last lived
together? (1) 5 or younger
(2) 6-11
(3) 12-16_ _

8. From what you have observed would you say that your parents were (1) Completely happy
(2) Hore happy than unhappy
happy ,
(4 ~ Completely unhappy_ _
110

(3)

}1ore unhappy than

III

9.

Ny parents quar~:'el (get mad) with each other
(2) Often
(3) Seldom
(4) Never

-

-

(1) Very often____

10.

'.mat is your fatherts ordinary job?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

11.

Does your mother (or step-mo~er) ordinarily work at a job for money'l'
(1) 2'%0
(2) Yet.>, pal't time
(3) Yes, full time_ _

12.

If your mother does work at a job for muney, what does she ao':'_ _ _ _ __

1';.

When my father or mother punishes me they are Itfairlt about it (1) Always
(2) Usually
(3) Seldom
(4) Never_ _

14. With rega.rd to disciplining me or correctinG me, my ¥8.rentG tell ;:;0 that
what I did was a sin or that God is hurt when I act this way (1) Always
_ _ (2) Usually
(3) Seldom_ (4) Never
..

15. When I do something my parents don't like they usually (1) Hag me--.-(2) Scold me
whip, or hit me

16.

(3) Make me feel they

(5) Don't punish me, but discuss the matter with me

Is your mother Catholic?

Is your father Catholic?
17.

(4) Spank,

donft love me

(1) Ye5___ (2) No
(;) I don't know
(1) Yea
(2) N o - (3) I don't know·--

Does your mother go to Church? (1) No
(2) Once or twice a year
(3) unce a month
(4) Two or three times a month
(5) Every - SundaJ.
(6) Several times a week._ __
~s

your father iO to Church? (1) No
(2) Once or twice a yeal·_ _
(4) Two or three times a month
(5) ~very
Sunday
(6) several times a week
"""--

(3) Once a month

18.

If you wanted help on religion do you think you could talk it over with
your father? (1) Very easily
(2) Not SO easily
(,;) ~iith a lot
of trouble
(4) Not at all

--

If you wanted help on religion do you think you. could
your mother? (1) Very eas11y
(2) Not so easily
of trouble
(4) Not at elY----

-

19.

tal~

it over with
(3) "'ith a lot

what companions you should or should not go
(2) Usually
(3) Seldom_ (4) Never_ _

Do your parents ever tell you

out with?
Do

(1) Always

you agree with them in thi81(~pletely agree

(2) Mostly agree

_ _ (3) Mostly disagree_ (Jt:"'Completely disagree_ _

20.

Do your parents think you should be home at night by a certain time?
(1) Yes
(2) No
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Do you agree with them?

(1) Completely agree_ _ (2) Mostly agree
(3) Mostly disagree_ _ (4) Completely disagree
---

21.

How important does your mother and father think it is to go to Church on
Sunday? (1) Very important
(2) A little important
<.~) Not so
important
(4) Not important at all~_
Do you agree with them? (1) Completely agree
(2) M08tly agree
(3) Hostly disae;rce_ _ (4) Com:pletely d1sag;-re-e--

22.

Ho~! much do you feel your

l)arents know about relic;'. on"

(1) Very much_ _

(2) A l i t t 1 8 _ (;) Noth~

23.

I enjoy being hOila for an evening with my parents
(2) A little
(3) Not at all

24.

I would enjoy going to the movies or a be.ll game with my father.
much
(2) A little
(3) Not at all

25.

I would enjoy going to a movie with 1111 mother.
little
(3) Not at all._ _

26.

I am more interested in what my parents think of me than what the fellows
(1) Completely agree
(2) Mostly
agree
(3) Nostly disa.gree
(4) Completely d:i.aaeree_ _

--

(1) Very much._ _

(1) Very

--

(1) Very lIIuch___

I pal around with think of me.

27.

In how many communities have you attended school?
(3) Three

(It) Four

(1) One

(2) Two

(5) Five_ (6) More than five _ _

28.

How many schools have you attended? (1) On.
(2) Two
(3) Three
(4) Four
(5) Five
(6) If more than five, how many

29.

How many of th(:lse schools \tIere Catholic? (1) None_ (2) One_ _
<:~} Two
(4) Three
(S) 1'i'Y8_ _ (6) Four
(7) If more than
five, how matly_ _

30.

If JOu <l.ttended it Catholic school. how many years in all were you there
(i.e. the total IlWDber of years you attended Catholic school)?_ _ _ __

31.

Did you ever attend a public school?

--

(1) Yes
(2) No~~
If yes, when you went to a public school, did~get out
school some
time each week to attend catechism leasoD8? (1) AlwaY's
(2) Usually
(3) Geldom
(4) Never

----

----

/ Section
Directions:

of

e.

Put an X before the answer that best shows how you feel about the
statement ma.de.
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1.

I try to do everythiD,$ as I think God would want me to do it.

(2) Strongly agree
2.

(3) Disagree

(1) Agree

--

(4) Strongly disagree

I make all my statements about God as vague as I can; in fact,l rarely

talk about h~n at all. (1) Agree
gree
(It) Strongly disagree_

(2) Strongl: agree

(3) Disa-

3.

I bave a much better time li'fing a day at a time without worrying about
God. (1) Agree
(2) Stronzll agree
0) DisaGree
(4) Strongly 4ieagree
--

4.

Whenever I make a decision to do something I think. about what God would
want me to do. (1) Agree
(2) Ztronsly agree
(3) Disagree_ _
(4) strongly disagree_ _

5.

I don't 'Worry about e:ny foolish ideas about what is God's will. (1) Agree
(2) Strongly acree
(3) Disagrae
(4) Strongly disagree

6.

J:.'verytime I see someone in need I think. about God and think He i,!al).t~ me to
help out. (1) Agree
(2) Strongly agree
0) Disagree_ _
(4) Strongly disagree_ _

7.

Only fools and phonies talk about God influencing them. (1) Agree_ _
(2) Strongly agree
(3) Disagree
(4) strongly disagree_ _

--

a..

I find that I think less and les8 about God influencint; me and watching
what I do. (1) A&l"ee
(2) Strongly agrec_ (3) Disa;.;rac_ _
(4) Strongly disagree_ _

9.

God 1s a really important person in my life and I adjust all my life to
this fact. (1) At;ree
(2) 3trongly agree
(3) Disagree
(4) Strongly disagree_ _

10.

I get all my kicks out of just living as I please and I'll enjoy it as
fully as I cs.n without God. (1) Azree
(2) ;)trongly agl'eo_ _
(3) Disagree
(4) strongly disagree._ _

11.

Th~

--

idea of God neither helps nor hurts me in trying to live a good life.
(1) Aeroe
(a);;:·Strongly ae;re.
(3) Disagree
(4) Strongly

disagree_ _
12.

Because I believe in God I want to aee the world get better and be a better place for everyone to live in. (1) Agree
(2) Strongly agree______
(3) Disagree
(4) Strongly disagree_ _

13.

If I could get any satisfactory idea of God, I think it would make a difference in the way I live. (1) Agree
(2) Strongly agree_ _
t!» Disagree_ (4) Strongly disagree_ _
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14.

I don't have any 1'a:tth in God.. I Ii va 8.1..; I please and If d 11.kc to see any
God get in the way of my having a good time. (1) Agree
(2) Strongly
agree
(3) Disagree
(4) Strongly di~~gree

---

15. :r novel' trunt anyono who denies
(2) Strongly agree

16.

that he believes in God. (1) Agree
(3) Disagree
(4) Strongly disagree
'-,--

I feel that none of the ideas of God influence a person's living
way. (1) Agree
(2) StronGly El.13Toe_ (3) D10<1croe_ _
(4) strongly disagree_ _

17. I am far more careless about my
(1)

AeTee

in any

duty toward God than I ought to be.
(3) Disagree_ (ll-) Strongly

(2) ;)trongly a.gree

disagree_

18.

I believe that one has to play fair and square with God if one wants to
get anywhere in this life and really be hap:vy, and I act the \<Ja:y I ~)cl::teve
(1) Agree
(2) Strongly agree
(3) Disagree_____ (4) Strongly

disagree_ _

19.

I have given up the idea of God, but I really can't stop thinldng of Him
altogether. (1) Agree
(2) Strongly agree
(3) DisaE,;reo_ _
( 4) strongly disagree_ _

20.

I find every day full of chances to do good and to enjoy life without ever
thinking about God. (1) Agree
(2) Strongly agree
(3) Disagree
(1.) Strongly disI..'l.3ree_ _

21.

I love God, but I am too selfish to love my neighbor as mYGalf. (1) Agree
_ _ (2) Strongly agree
(3) Disagree_ (4) Strongly dis8.r;ree_ _

22.

I have given up my idea of God and I'm getting along all right.
(2) Strongly a£)rce
(3) Disagree
(4) ;}trongly diaagre(;

(1) Agree

--

/Section 2,.
when you are at homet do you go to ~hurcht (1) No_____ (2) Once or twice
a year
(3) Once a month
(4) Two or three times a month_____
(5) '£ve17 Sunday
(6) ~everal times a week___
2.

iJo you go to teen-age club (or other) meetings at your home parish':' (l)No
(2) Cnoe or twice a year
(3) Once a month
(4) Two or three

~ a month

(5) i!.very w~

-

wllen you are at home, do you go to Holy Communion'" (1) No
(2) Once
or twice a year
(3) Once a mouth
(4) Once or twic;-a-month
(5) E.'Very Sunday \'I'hen I go to Mass
(6) Several times a week
---

4. When you are at home, how often do you go to

confes~ion?

(1) Never______

ll,5

(2) Cnce or hrice a year_ _ (J) Cn,::e a. rnonth
(5) Bvery week

month

(4) Cnce or twice a

--

5· What

prayers do you say most trequently? (Check all the answer6 that tit
you.) (1) Our Father
(2) IIail Hary_ _ (3) Act of Contrition
(4) Apostles' Creed
~5) None
'--

6.

Do

you usually pr8."1 (1) Very muob._ _ (2) Often

(4)

l'lever

'--

If you do pray. whnrt do you usually pray?

(3) Seldom
--

(Check all the a.IWwcrs that fit

you.. )
Church--~,
Before I go to sleep_ _

i'\t

Boforo moals___
\fuen I want sOllething~~
\'.'hen I get the "feeling" that I ahould____

7. Do you ever make up your own

t5>

-

times
pra:J'_ _

prayers? (1) Yes, often
(2) Yos, someNOt I only use prayers I was taught
'--J("r"'t;) No, I never

8.:ance you've gotten into trouble, have you prayed (1) Horo_ _ (2) Lens
(3) The same _ before

9.

-

-

If you pra.y, vhf do you usually pray? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

10.

If you pra:y, \iho tauGht you to pray'? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

11.

Do you have any pers_mal. fM.an<is who
IN THE NEXT

n..'W

QUESTIONS C!U!X:K

no':; yen FEEL ABeUT

12.

Tm~

priests, bl'others. or nuns?

ANSWER ltt'HICH BEST

snows

3TATl:;I{';tf.r TIIAT IS HADE

Some people say a priest cantt
Do ,.ous (1) Completely agree.
GTee

1m

ar'~

hel~

you out when you zet in a touch spot.

(2) Moetly agree

<:3) Mostly disa-

(4) CC;'I letely disal3ree_ _
J

13. Some people $fAy there is no need to

go to Mass cvery Sunday. Do you:
(1) Completely agree .
(2) Moetly agree
(3) Mostly dieagree_ _
(4) ClJopletely disllcree_ _

14.

Some people "y tlmt it is not too important that you go to Holy
Do you: (1) Completely agree
(2) l-'iostly agree
disagree
(4) Completely disagree_ _

15.

O~on.

, t;) Hostly

Some people think that Christ is in the Blessed Sacrament. Do you: (l)Com
pletely agree
(2) Mostly agree
(3) Mostly disagree
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(4)

Co~pletely

--

disagree

16.

i:~ome people sny you only have to go to confession when you want to.
Do
you: (1) Completely agree
(2) Mostly agree
(3) Mostly disagree
_ _ (4) Comp1etely dis<?gree_ _

17.

",,,'hen Christ died on Calvary He did not really die for me pereonally, but
for all men. In other words, I didn't mean anything speeial to Him then. t1
;)0 you: (1) Com:plete1y t..gree
(2) Mostly agree
(3) l10stly disagree
(4) Completely diaagree._ _

18. "Stealing is all right as long as you don't get caught." Do you: (1) Completely agree
(2) Mostly agree
(It-) Completely disagree_ _

(3) Mostly disagTee______

19.

"Going for a joy ride in a ear I find open is all right as long as I don't
eet caught and don't lceep the car." Do yeu: (1) Completely agree_ _
(2) Mostly agree
(3) Moat11 cliaagree
(4) Completely diaagree_......

20.

"It,'s all right to have sex relations with girls." Do you: (1) Completely
agree
(2) Mostly agree
(3) Mostly disagree
(4) Completely
disagree._ _
nIt's all right to have eex relations with a girl if sbe agrees, and isn't
married. " Do you: (1) Completely agree
(2) 1'1ostly agree_ _
(3) l>'ostly disagree
(4) Completely disagree_ _
I

nIt·s all right to have sex relations with a girl it she agrees, even if
she is married. f1 Do you: (1) Completely agree
(2) tlostly aLTee
(3) Mostly disagree
(4) Co:npletely disagree___

--

21.

IINo one has to listen to what a priest tells him about this or that being
a sin unless he agrees with the priest. f • Do you.; (1) Completely agree_
(2) Meatly abTee
(3) Moetly disagree
(4) Completely disagree_

22.

rtIt is all right to tight or beat someone up if you want to h"Ct something
or want to get even. 11 Do you: (1) Completely agree
(2) l'lostly ~'Tee .
_ _ (3) Mostly disagree
~It-) Completely disagree_ _

23.

Some people say that as far as sex goes, for a boy to play with himself
it is all right. Do you: (1) Completely agree
(2) f>50st1y acreo_ _
(3) Mostly disagree
(4) Completely disagree_ _

24.

Some people think that the Catholic Church is too strict on sex. Do you:
(1) Completely agree
(2) Mostly aeree
(3) Mostly disagree_ _
(4) Completely disagree_ _

25. Have you ever thought God was watching you?

----

(3) Seldom

(4) Never

----

(1) Very often______ (2) Often
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Have you ever stopped doing something because you thought God was watching you? (1) Yes
(2) No_ _
If yest give some examples_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

26.

Do the fellows you pal around with think religion is important?
important
(2) A little
(3) Not at &11._ _

27.

Would the fellows make fun of you i! th.- thought you went to Mass, Communion. and Confession regularly? (1) Alva,s
(2) Usually
(3) Seldom
(If.) Never
--

28.

If the fellows wanted you to 10 alollg with them. to do something you knew
(2) Usually
was wrong or sinful, would 10U refuse? (1) Always
(3) Seldom
(4) Never
--

29.

lIave you ever stopped doing something or retused to do eomething that you
(2) Often;....._
knew was wrong because it was a sin? (1) Very often
(3) Seldom
(4) NeTer_ _

30.

Would the tellows you pal around with at home expect you to eo to Church?
(1) Ho
(2) Yes
t~) Wouldntt thiDk about it either way_ _

31.

Have you ever gone against the tellows because what they wanted to do was
wrong? (1) No
(2) 5e140111_ (3) Otte.
(4) Very often:-_

32.

When you are at homet do your parents expect you to go to Mass on Sundays
(1) Always
(2) Usually
(3) Seldom
(If.) Never_ _

33.

Jesus Christ knows me by name. Do You: (1) Completely agree_~
(2) Mostly agree
(3) Mostly disagree
(4) Completely disagree__

.34.

Suppose the telloW8 wanted 101& to go stealing with them. (1) Would you
refuse
(2) Would you go along
(,) Would you try to get out of

(1) Vel'1

-

it_ _

35.

Suppose the tellow8 wanted 10u to go "aexi.glt with them (1) Would you re
fuse
(2) Would you go aloag
(3) would you try to get out of
it
__

-

vSection D.
HAVE YOU EVER:

1.

Driven a car without a driTerta license or permit? (Don't include driver
training courses.) (1) Very otten
(2) Several times
(3) Once
or twice

--

u8
2.

Skipped school without a legitimate excuse? (1) Very often
(2) Several times
(,) Once or twice_ _ (4) No
--

,.

Disobeyed your parents'? (1) Very often
(2) Several times .
(3) Once or twice
(4) No
---

4.

Had a fist fight with some other person?
times
(3) Once or twice
(4) No

5.

Told a lie? (1) Very ofto___ (2) Several times
(3) Once or twice
_ _ (4) No
"--

6.

"Run a"qlt from hOlle? (1) Very otten___ (2) Several times_
(,) Cince or twioe_ _ (4) N o _

7.

3een placed on school probation or expelled from school? (1) Very often
(2) Several times
(,) Once or twice
(4) No

--

----

8. Defied your parents to their face?
_ _ (3) Once or twice

9.

(1) Very often~_ (2) Several

----

(1) Very oft e n _ (2) Several times

(4) No_ _

Drivell too fast or recklessly in an automobile? (1) Very
(2) Several times
(,) Once or twice
(4) No

--

often~_

10.

Takell little things (worth lea. than $2.(0) that did not belong to you?
(1) Very often
(2) Several times
(3) Once or twice
(4) No
--

11.

Taken things of medium vaJ.ue (between $2.00 and $50.00) that did not belo
to you? (1) Very often
(2) Several times
(3) Once or twice_ _
(4) No_ _

12.

'.raken things ot large value (over $5O.oo)? (1) Very often___ (2) SeveraJ. times
(3) Once or twice
(4) No

--

13.

Taken things that you really dida' t want and that did DOt belong to you?
(1) Very often
(2) Several times
(;) Once or twice_ _
(4) No_ _

14.

Taken part ia Itgallg tight""? (1) Very oftel1___ (Z) Several times___
(3) Onoe or twioe
(4) No_ _

1,.

Taken a car for a ride without the owner's knowledge? (1) No_ _
(Z) Once
(3) Twice
(4) Three tilles
(5) Four times___
(6) Five times
(7) More than five times

---

16. "Beat Upfl on kids who hadn't done &n7thiaa to you'l
(2) Several times

(3) Ollc.. or twice

(1) Very often~_

(4) No_ _
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17. Bought or drank, beer, wine, or liquor (not counting drinking in someone's
home with his or your parents)?
(3) Once or twice
(4) No
18.

el) Very often
-

(2) Several times
-

Hurt or inflicted pain on someone just to see them squirm'? (1) No
(2) Once
(3) Twice
(4) Three times
(5) Four times - (6) Five times
(7) More than five t:i.lHs

----

'----

19. Purposely destroyed or damaged public property or private property that
did not beloBb to you? (1) Very otten
(3) Once or twice
(4) No
20.

21.

Used or sold narcotic drugs?
times
(4) Four times
times

--

Used marijuana?
(4) )"'our times

--

(1) No
(2) Once or twice
(3) Three
(5) FIft'times
(6) More than five

(2) Once or twice
(3) Three times
(6) More than five times
--

(1) No

(5)""F'ift times

22.

Used heroin or similar drugs? (1) No
(3) Three times
(4) Four times
five t1mes_..._

23.

Ever masturbated?
(4) Four times

24.

itad sex relations with boys or men?
(}) Three times
(4) Four times

--

(2) Once or twice

(5) Five times

~(6~)~More than

(l) No
(2) Once or twice
(3) Three times
(!» Five t1lles
(6) More than five times
---

five times
25.

(2) Several times
'--

(1) No

(2) Once or twice
(5) Five times_ (6) H'-or-e~than

--

EVer had sex relations with girls or women? (1) No
(2) Once or twice
(}) Three times
(4) Four t1l1e8_ _ (5) Five times_ _
·(6~)~More than five times

--

26. Ever taken part in a "gang" sex party? (1) No

(2) Once or twice

27. Ever been caugnt by the police before? (l) No

(2) Once or twice

(,) Three t1Ms
five times_ _
(3) Three times

(4) Four time8,_ _ (5) Five times

(4) Four times___ (5) Five times

(6) Mor.-t~h-an-

(6) Hore-t~h-aa-

fiv. times_ _
(1) No
(5) Four times

(2) Once__~
(6) Five times

Ever been in the reform school before? (1) No
(3) Twice
(4) Three times
(5) FoUl' time.
(7) More than five t1ll88._ _

(2) Once
(6) F'1Vetim88

28. Ever been in the detentioa hoJje betore?
(3) Twice
(~) Three times
(7) More than five times___

-

-

-

-
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